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3.6. The unconditioned ('dus ma byas， asamsk付α〉

3.7. The relation between the five categories and the aggregates， 
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3丘 Therelation between the five categories and the Four Noble Truths 

[The present translation ends hereJ 

4. The Three Natures (rio bo nid gsum， trisvabhava) 

4. a. The Imaginary Nature 
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are invariably cognized together 
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5.1. b. Reasoning 1. b.: Being cognized as having an illuminated 

nature (gsal Ziri rig pa) 
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5.2. a. Phased change by force of habitual practice 
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4. b. The Dependent Nature
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3.2. Mind (sems, citta) : The number of types of consciousness

which certain philosophers maintain

3.2.1. Those who maintain eight groups of consciousness

3.2.1. a. Receptacle-consciousness (kun gii'i mam par ses pa,

iilayavijiiiina )

3.2.1. b. The 'Defiled Mind' (non moris can gyi yid, kli~~amanas)

3.2.1. c. Active cognitions ('jug pa'i mam ses, pravrttivijniina)

3.2.1. d. Transformation of the base (gnas gyur pa, iisrayapariivrtti)

3.2.2. Those who maintain six groups of consciousness

3.2.3. Those who maintain a single consciousness

3.3. Mental factors (sems las byuri ba, caitta)

3.3.1. Those who maintain that the mental factors are different

from the mind

3.3.2. Those who maintain that the mental factors are not different

from the mind

3.4. Conditioning factors not associated [with the mind]

(mi ldan pa'i 'du byed, viprayukta-sarry.skiira)

3.5. Intermediate stanza (bar skabs kyi tshigs su bcad pa, antarasloka)

3.6. The unconditioned ('dus ma byas, asarry.skrta)

3.7. The relation between the five categories and the aggregates,

sense-fields and elements
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[ 1. Teachings of definitive and provisional meaning， according to 

the Y ogacara school] 

[1.1. The teaching of definitive meaning: mind onlyJ 

[82 b 2 ] Now [here isJ the explanation of the doctrinal position 

*** In the present annotated translation the philological information， which was already 

given in the notes of the Tibetan edition (Mimaki (1982) 95 -137)， wiII generally 

not be repeated. ノ
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of the Vijnanavadin of the Great Vehicle1
): [the BuddhaJ proclaimed 

[the theory of] mind only (sems加 m，citta-matra) as [the teaching of] 

definitive meaning (nes don， nita付加入

The Muni (thub pa) proclaimed as [the teaching ofJ defini-

tive meaning that all things are nothing but representation 

(n沼 mrig tsam， vijω:pti-matra) • (主。 XI-lab) 

As the Blessed One said in the Dasαbhumikαsutra: 

¥、 [Errata and Corrigenda for Mimaki (1982) 95 -137J 

page.line Read Ins主eadof 

95.13 dari du (against xyl.) 

一.17 11 10 

98.2 snod sond 

一.23 tad-vineya tad vineya 

99.17 Delete“1 de BSGT， du MSA." 

一.25 med (P. mi) 'dod med 'dod 

100.26 

104.1 

105.3 

107.12 

-. 23 (n. 320) 

Insert “21 pa'i phyir BSGT， phyir yari MSamプ

Line up with the next line. 

a
 

L
u
u
 g

 
u
 

Aa s
 

a
 

rA

争
L

a
.凡

0

・n

1

r

i

g

s

 

snar 

kyi 

(against xyl.) 

(against xy 1.) 

srotas-a ug ha 

arhatve . 24 arhattve 

114.1 Insert “gzugs dari" between “ni" and “sems". 

117.30 (n.340) yatha-nama. . . 

ー.31 (n. 340) asatkalpa-

119.22 2 

dge 

Insert “7 bsam mi khyab dan dge dan brtan Trs， bsam gyi mi 

khyab dag dari bstan BSGT." 

一.27 (n.360) yada tv alambanam jnanam 

125.33 (n.364) se retrouve 

127.21 'byin 

131.25 ltar 

124.7 

-.21 

.25 

132.13 

135.20 

136.7 

CD 

rtog 

Insert line number 20 in the margin. 

Insert “/ /" after “yin no" 

(against xy 1.) 

yatha nama.. . 

asamkalpa-

3 

dag 

yadalambanam vijnanam 

est retrou ve 

'phyin 

ltas 

Cd 

gtogs 

1) In this chapter the particle las Is used in this place， whereas in the M主dhyamika

chapter the particle la is used : da ni thegρachenρo dBu ma pa 'i grub pa 'i mtha' bsad 

pa la chos thams cad bden pa gnis su gsuns pa (BSGT 96 a 6， Mimaki (1982) 138). 

- 4 -

of the Vijfianavadin of the Great Vehicle!): [the Buddha] proclaimed

[the theory of] mind only (sems tsam, citta-miitra) as [the teaching of]

definitive meaning (nes don, nitiirtha).

The Muni (thub pa) proclaimed as [the teaching of] defini-

tive meaning that all things are nothing but representation

(roam rig tsam, vijnapti-miitra).

As the Blessed One said in the Dasabhiimikasiitra :

(kO XI-l ab)

~ [Errata and Corrigenda for Mimaki (1982) 95 - 137J
page. line Read Instead of
95.13 dan du (against xyI.)

-.17 11 10

98.2 snod sond

-. 23 tad-vineya tad vineya
99.17 Delete" 1 de BSGT, du MSA."

-.25 med (P. mO 'dod med'dod

100.26 Insert "21 pa'i phyir BSGT, phyir yan MSam."

104.1 Line up with the next line.

105.3 lnar .snar (against xyI.)

107.12 gyi kyi (against xyl.)

-. 23 (n. 320) srotasaugha- srotas-augha-

-. 24 arhattve arhatve
114.1 Insert "gzugs dan" between "ni" and "sems". (against xyl.)

117.30 (n.340) yatha-nama. . . yatha nama...
-.31 (n.340) asatkalpa- asaf!1kalpa-

119.22 2 3
124.7 dge dag

-.21 Insert" 7 bsam mi khyab dan dge dan brtan Trs, bsam gyi mi

khyab dag dan bstan BSGT."

-.27 (n.360) yada tv alambana~jfiana~ yadalambana~vijfiana~

125.33 (n.364) se retrouve est retrouve

127.21 'byin 'phyin

131.25 ltar ltas

-.25 CD Cd
132.13 rtog gtogs

135.20 Insert line number 20 in the margin.

136.7 Insert "II" after "yin no"

1) In this chapter the particle las is used in this place, whereas in the Madhyamika

chapter the particle La is used: da ni theg pa chen po dBu rna pa'i grub pa'i mtha' Mad

pa ia chos thams cad bden pa gfiis su gsuns pa (BSGT 96 a 6, Mimaki (1982) 138).
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“0， Victor's sons (rgyal ba'i sras， jina-putra)， these three realms 

(た加msgsum pa， traidha似たα)are nothing but mind." 

[lt is] also [said] in the Lankavatara [-sutraJ 2) : 

“The individual (gari zag， pudga[，α)， the flow [of consciousnessJ 

(rgyun， san:ttati)3) ， the aggregates (phuriρ0， skαndha) ， the condi-

tions (rkyen， pratyaya)， as well as the atoms (rdul， a'!u)， primary 

matter (gtso bo， pradhana)， the Lord (dBari phyug，たvara) and the 

agent (byed po，初 rt!)4)are constructed only in the mind5
)." 

2) A comparison of variants indicates clearly that our author did not cite this Sutra 
from the original Sutra itself， but from a treatise which cites this Sutra. This is also 
the case for the Da勾 bhumikaquotation cited immediately before. Concerning these 
three verses of the Larikavatarasutra， as indicated in notes (292)-(294) of Mimaki 
(1982; 96)， the first two and the last two of these three verses are cited respectively 
in the Mαdhyamakalarikaravrtti (Abbr. MA V) of Santaraksita and in the Madhyα-
makaloたa(Abbr. M互の of Kamalasila， and it is very possible that our author， dBus pa 
blo gsal， cited these verses from these two treatises (more probably the first verse 
from the MA V and the last two verses from the M瓦1)，even if there are nevertheless 
slight differences between the variants in detail. Here is the Tibetan text of the Larik 
in these two treatises Citalicized words indicate variant readings): -MA V (ed. 
Ichigδ: (1985 a) p. 126) : gari zag rgyun da元phuripo dari / / rkyen dari de bzin rdul 
rnams dari / / gtso bo dbari phyug byed pa dag / / sems tsam po las rnam par併tags/ / 
don yod ma yin sems nid de / / phyi rol don mtho白 logpa yin / / rigs pas rnam par 
bltas na ni / / gzu白 da合 'dzinpa 'gag par 'gyur / / ; -MAl (P. 157 a 5 -6， D. 145 b 1 ) : 
don yod ma yin sems白idde / / phyi rol don mtho白 logpa yin / / rigs pas rnam par 
lta rnams kyi / / gzu合 dari'dzin pa 'gag par 'gyur / / ji ltar byis pas~IJ rnam brtags 
ltar / / phyi rol don ni yod ma yin / / bag chags kyisL2

! ni bsgribs pa'i sems / / don du 
sna白 barab tu 'byuri / / e pas D， pa P ;之JkyisD， gyis P). On the other hand， it is In-
teresting to notice that the last verse is cited in the Tattvaratnavali of Advayavajra 
(11 th c.) in support of the opinion of the Nirakaravadin (cf. Shastri (1927) 18.12 -13， 

Ui (1952) 4.8 -9， Ui (1963) 5.7 -8); and the Tibetan version of it is perfectly 
identical with our text here (cf. Mimaki (1986) 10.17 -20). The new critical edition 
of the Sanskrit text of the Tattvαratnavali has been prepared by the present translator 
and is forthcoming. 

3) The original reading of BSGT“rgyun du" should be regarded as an error for "rgyun 
dari"， as indicated by the Tibetan versions of the verse of the Larik and its citation. 
Probably the rjes 'jug“ri" of “dari" was written at the foot of the character “da'¥like a 
wa zur， and a copyist mistook it for a zabs kyu. 

4) Whether this is to be understood as “the Lord and the agent" (Izumi (1927) 46 & 161， 

Suzuki (1932) 70， and Yasui (1976) 71 & 253) or "the Lord who is the agent" 
( 

5 -

"0, Victor's sons (rgyal ba'i sras, jina-putra), these three realms

(khams gsum pa, traidhatuka) are nothing but mind."

[It is] also [said] in the Lanktivattira [-sutra] 2) :

"The individual (gan zag, pudgala), the flow [of consciousness]

(rgyun, san:ttati )3) , the aggregates (phun po, skandha) , the condi

tions (rkyen, pratyaya), as well as the atoms (rdul, anu), pnmary

matter (gtso bo, pradhana), the Lord (dBan phyug, lsvara) and the

agent (byed po, kart!)4) are constructed only in the mind5
)."

2) A comparison of variants indicates clearly that our author did not cite this Sutra
from the original Siitra itself, but from a treatise which cites this Siitra. This is also
the case for the Da§abhumika quotation cited immediately before. Concerning these
three verses of the Lankilvatiirasutra, as indicated in notes (292)-(294) of Mimaki
(1982; 96), the first two and the last two of these three verses are cited respectively
in the Madhyamakiilankiiravrtti (Abbr. MA V) of Santarak~ita and in the Madhya
makiUoka (Abbr. MAl) of Kamalasi:la, and it is very possible that our author, dBus pa
blo gsa!, cited these verses from these two treatises (more probably the first verse
from the MA V and the last two verses from the MAl), even if there are nevertheless
slight differences between the variants in detail. Here is the Tibetan text of the Lank
in these two treatises (italicized words indicate variant readings): -MAV (ed.
Ichigo: (1985 a) p. 126) : gari zag rgyun dan phuri po dari / / rkyen dari de bzin rdul
rnams dari / / gtso bo dbari phyug byed pa dag / / sems tsam po las mam par brtags / /
don yod rna yin sems fiid de / / phyi rol don mthori log pa yin / / rigs pas rnam par
bltas na ni / / gzun dari 'dzin pa 'gag par 'gyur / / ; -MAl (P. 157 a 5 - 6, D. 145 b 1 ) :
don yod rna yin sems fiid de / / phyi rol don mthori log pa yin / / rigs pas mam par
Ita mams kyi / / gzuri dan 'dzin pa 'gag par 'gyur / / ji Itar byis pasU] mam brtags
ltar / / phyi rol don ni yod rna yin / / bag chags kyis[2] ni bsgribs pa'i sems / / don du
snan ba rab tu 'byuri / / (1 pas D, pa P; c2Jkyis D, gyis P). On the other hand, it is in
teresting to notice that the last verse is cited in the TattvaratniivaU of Advayavajra
(11 th c.) in support of the opinion of the Nirakaravadin (d. Shastri (1927) 18.12 - 13,
Vi (1952) 4.8 - 9, Vi (1963) 5.7 - 8); and the Tibetan version of it is perfectly
identical with our text here (d. Mimaki (1986) 10.17 - 20). The new critical edition
of the Sanskrit text of the Tattvaratnavalf has been prepared by the present translator
and is forthcoming.

3) The original reading of BSGT "rgyun du" should be regarded as an error for "rgyun
dari", as indicated by the Tibetan versions of the verse of the Lank and its citation.
Probably the rjes 'jug "ri" of "dan" was written at the foot of the character "da", like a
wa zur, and a copyist mistook it for a iabs kyu.

4) Whether this is to be understood as "the Lord and the agent" (Izumi (1927) 46 & 161,
Suzuki (1932) 70, and Yasui (1976) 71 & 253) or "the Lord who is the agent"
(Ichigo: (1985 a) 145) is difficult to decide from the verse itself, but I took it in the
former sense, according to the prose passage preceding this verse in the Lank. There
the difference between the tathagatagarbha theory and the tfrthika's iitmaviida is
explained, and kartr is used in the sense of iitman: d. Lank 33.15: tirthakarii api
bhagavan nityalf kartii nirgulfo vibhur avyaya ity iitmaviid6padesan:t kurvanti / / ("Oh
Blessed One! the non-Buddhists maintain the theory of iitman that the permanent
agent is ...").

5 ) (Tib.) sems tsam po las / (Ski.) citta-miitre; cf. sems tsam po la (reading of Peking
edition of the verse of the Lank cited in the MA V, ed. Ichigo: (1985 a) 126, n. 2).
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“The 0ちjectdoes not exist， but only-the mind. The sight of 

an external object is erroneous. For those who see with 

logical rigour， [the duality of] object and subject ceases." 

“The external object does not exist as ordinary people (byis 

pa， bal.α) construct [it].τhe mind， which is agitated by 

impregnation (bag chags， vasana)， appears as if it were an 

[external] object." 

1 t is said also in the U p昌lipariprccha6) : 

“There is no executioner包ηodpar byed pa， karana-kara初 )7) who 

wields the sword (ral gri， asi)， the lance (mda' chen， tomara) and 

the dagger (mtshon， sastra). But by force of [mental] construc司

6) Cf. n. 295 of Mimaki (1982) 97. The U.ρalipariρrccha corresponds to the twenty-fourth 

assembly.“Assembly with Upali" (優波離会) of the Maharatnakutasutra (T. [1 tJ 

(310) 514 b 8 -519 b 16)， the Sanskrit text of which is known to us only from 

Sanskrit fragments and many citations. The Sanskrit fragment was first edited by N. 

Dutt in The lndian Historical Quaげerly (W， 2， 1931， pp. 259 -286) and was more 

completely edited by P. Python (1973)， with the help of two Tibetan versIons 

(Peking and sNar thari) and four Chinese ones. Among the Chinese versions， T. [11] 

(310) 514 b 8 -519 b 16 and T. [12J (325) 37 b 1 -42 c 10 are complete， whereas T. [12J 

(326) 42 c 11 -43 b 6 and T. [30J (1582) 960 c 1 -962 b 16 are either partial， or free 

translations. The location of the Upalipariprccha in the Tibetan bKa' 'gyur is: C. (1029 

(24)) ca 132 b 1-151 a 5， sDe sge (68) ca 115 a 1-131 a 7 • IHa sa (68) ca 222 a 2 -246 

a 2 ，N. (56) ca 220 a 1 -244 a 2 ， and P. [24J (760 (24)) zi 111 a 3 -129 a 8 . 

The Upali.ραriρrccha is cited in texts of a later period， such as the Siksa-samuccaya， 

the Bodhicaryavataraρanjika， the Prasannapada， etc. The two verses cited here in 

BSGT are cited in the Prasannapada (ed. La Vallee Poussin， 53.9 -54.2， 191.4 -7) in 

the following form. The readings different from Python's edition are indicated in 

italics: 

na ca karaku karana santi yehi krta asi-tomara-鉛 strah/ 

kalpa-vasena tu pasyati tatra kayi patanti apayita匂strah/ / 

citra-manorama-sajjita-puspah svarna-vimana jalanti manojnah / 

tesv api karaku nast'iha kasci te 'pi ca sthapita kalpa-vasena / / 

The present translation is in principle based on the Tibetan version of the BSGT. 

The important variant readings are indicated in the following notes. 

7) The reading of the Sanskrit manuscript is初 rakaー初rana(agent and cause) ; that of 

the }ヤasannapada (karaku karana) can be understood in the same sense. Python， 

based on Mvyut 3837 (karana-karakah / gnod byed / [漢]f乍害)， proposed a correc-

tion of the text to karana-karaka， which corresponds well with the Tibetan version. 
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"The object does not exist, but only' the mind. The sight of

an external object is erroneous. For those who see with

logical rigour, [the duality of] object and subject ceases."

"The external object does not exist as ordinary people (byis

pa, biila) construct [it]. The mind, which is agitated by

impregnation (bag chags, viisanii) , appears as if it were an

[external] object."

It is said also in the Upaliparip~ccha6) :

"There is no executioner (gnod par byed pa, kiira1'!ii-kiiraka) 7) who

wields the sword (ral gri, asi), the lance (mda' chen, tomara) and

the dagger (mtshon, sastra). But by force of [mental] construc-

6) Cf. n. 295 of Mimaki (1982) 97. The Upiilipariprcchii corresponds to the twenty-fourth

assembly, "Assembly with Upali" C~iBl~~) of the Mahiiratnakufasutra (T. [HJ

(310) 514 b 8 - 519 b 16), the Sanskrit text of which is known to us only from

Sanskrit fragments and many citations. The Sanskrit fragment was first edited by N.

Dutt in The Indian Historical Quarterly (W, 2, 1931, pp. 259 - 286) and was more

completely edited by P. Python (1973), with the help of two Tibetan versions

(Peking and sNar than) and four Chinese ones. Among the Chinese versions, T. [II]

(310) 514 b 8 - 519 b 16 and T. [12J (325) 37 b 1 - 42 c 10 are complete, whereas T. [12J

(326) 42 c 11 - 43 b 6 and T. [30J (1582) 960 c 1 - 962 b 16 are either partial, or free

translations. The location of the Upiiliparip,,:cchii in the Tibetan bKa' 'gyur is: C. (1029

(24)) ca 132 b 1-151 a 5, sDe sge (68) ca 115 a 1-131 a 7 , IHa sa (68) ca 222 a 2 - 246

a 2 ,N. (56) ca 220 a 1 - 244 a 2 , and P. [24J (760 (24)) zi 111 a 3 - 129 a 8 .

The Upiiliparip,,:cchii is cited in texts of a later period, such as the Sik?ii-samuccaya,

the Bodhicaryiivatiirapaiijikii, the Prasannapadii, etc. The two verses cited here in

BSGT are cited in the Prasannapadii (ed. La Vallee Poussin, 53.9 - 54.2, 191.4 -7) in

the following form. The readings different from Python's edition are indicated In

italics:

na ca kiiraku kiira1'!a santi yehi krta asi-tomara-sastral). /

kalpa-vasena tu pasyati tatra kayi patanti apiiyita sastral). / /

citra-manorama-sajjita-pu~pii,! svarI).a-vimana jalanti manojfial). /

te~v api karaku nast'iha kasci te 'pi ca sthapita kalpa-vasena / /

The present translation is in principle based on the Tibetan version of the BSGT.

The important variant readings are indicated in the following notes.

7) The reading of the Sanskrit manuscript is kiiraka-kiira1fa (agent and cause) ; that of

the Prasannapadii (kiiraku kiira1'!a) can be understood in the same sense. Python,

based on Mvyut 3837 (kiira1'!ii-kiiraka'! / gnod byed / [~J 11:i!f), proposed a correc

tion of the text to kiira1fa-kiiraka, which corresponds well with the Tibetan version.
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tion (付ogpa，初 lpa)one sees in the evil realms (rian son， apaya)8) 

[the dagger] falling on [his] body. There is [however in 

reality] no dagger9
) there." 

“The multicoloured and pleasant flowers bloom and the 

golden pavilions shine in a lovely way. In this [world] for 

these [things] there is no agent: these [things] are fixed 

by force of the [mental] construction." 

[83 a 1] Thus， this [teaching of] representation only (mam ραγ rig 

pa tsam， vij如何-matra)， without duality of object and subject (gzun ba dan 

azin pa g形ssu med pa， grahyaーぎrahakadvaya)and void of the Self and things 

(bdag dan chos kyis s加え μ，atma-d初 rma-sunya)，is the intended [meaning] (dgo信

仰 ，abhipraya) of all the extremely profound teachings of the B註ddha.

Therefore all the Sacred W ri tings (gsun rab，ρravacana) which teach in that 

way are of definitive meaning (nes pa'i don， nita付加入

[1.2. The teaching of provisional meaning: the existence of visible 

matter， etc.， and the absence of self-nature] 

[83 a 2 ] [Objection:] Why then did [the Buddha] teach for 

example that visible matter (gzugs， rupa) and other [objects] exist， or 

that all things are without self-nature (えobo nid med pa， niむvabhava)?

8) APayi is loc. sg. of apaya， a synonym of durgati (cf. Edgerton BHSD 46) ; ta is nom. pl. 

of the demonstrative. In the verse cited in the Pr，αsP， we find the form apayita， which 

May (1959; 156) translates as “celui qui est jete en enfer"， considering it as the 

subject of the verb ρasyati. The Tibetan version is rather near the reading of the UP 

as edited by Python. There are， nevertheless， several obscure points concerning this 

verse. For example， is de dag of nan son de dag na the translation of ta? See also the 

next note. 

9) UP ta sastrah. Did the Tibetan translator see na sastrah to translate it as mtshon cha 

med? 
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tion (rtog pa, kalpa) one sees in the evil realms (nan son, apaya)8)

[the dagger] falling on [his] body. There is [however in
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) there."
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golden pavilions shine in a lovely way. In this [world] for

these [things] there is no agent: these [things] are fixed

by force of the [mental] construction."

[83 a 1] Thus, this [teaching of] representation only (mam par rig

pa tsam, vijftapti-miitra) , without duality of object and subject (gzun ba dan

'dzin pa gftis su med pa, grahya-grahakiidvaya) and void of the Self and things

(bdag dan chos kyis ston pa, atma-dharma-sunya), is the intended [meaning] (dgons

pa, abhipraya) of all the extremely profound teachings of the Buddha.

Therefore all the Sacred Writings (gsun rab, pravacana) which teach in that

way are of definitive meaning (nes pa'i don, nUtirtha).

[1.2. The teaching of provisional meaning: the existence of visible
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example that visible matter (gzugs, rupa) and other [objects] exist, or

that all things are without self-nature (no bo iiid med pa, ni'!svabhiiva)?

8) APiiyi is lac. sg. of apaya, a synonym of durgati (d. Edgerton BHSD 46) ; ta is nom. pI.
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May (1959; 156) translates as "celui qui est jete en enfer", considering it as the

subject of the verb pasyati. The Tibetan version is rather near the reading of the UP

as edited by Python. There are, nevertheless, several obscure points concerning this

verse. For example, is de dag of nan son de dag na the translation of ta? See also the
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9) UP ta sastrah. Did the Tibetan translator see na sastrah to translate it as mtshon cha

med?
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[Answer:J The teachings that [thingsJ exist or that 

[theyJ do not exist， are held [by the Y ogacaraJ toむeof 

provisional meaning. (kO XI-l cd) 

[1.2.1. The existence of visible matter~ etc.， as a teaching of pro・

visional meaningJ 

[83 a 2] Further， [the Buddha'sJ proclamation in the Scripture 

(mdo，滅的)that the sense-fields (skye mched， ayatana) such as visible matter 

包"Zugs，rupa) exist， was stated with a special intention with regard to 

people who are to be trained by that [proclamationJ (des伽 lba 'i skye bo， 

tad-vineya-jana). As it is said in the Vimsatika (.た。 9and 8) [of Vasuban-

dhuJ : 

“From its own seed a representation ap予earshaving [a 

certainJ image (snan ba， abhasa). The Muni proclaimed them 

(seed and image) 10) as the two-fold sense-fields of the [re-

presentationJ. " 

“If the existence of the sense-fields such as visible matter 

has been proclaimed， this is with a special intention with 

regard to (dgonsρa 'i dban gis， abhipraya-vasat) people to be trained 

〈伽1ba yi skye bo， vineya-jana) by this [proclamationJ: just as in 

the case of spontaneously produced beings (brdzus te byun ba'i 

sems can， upapaduka-sattva)ll). " 

10) Cf. Vinitadeva's commentary to the Vimsatika， P. [113J (5566) si 216 a 2 -3 : . . . ran 
gi sa bon gan las mig gi rnam par ses pa la sogs pa 'i rnam par rig pa 'byun ba dan snan 
ba 'byun ba gaえyinpa sa bon dan snan ba de dag ni rnam par rig pa de 'i nan dan phyi 'i 
skye mched du bcom ldan 'das kyis gsuns so. . . 

11) The intention of this metaphor seems to be the following: The spontaneously 
produced beings are those who are born spontaneously by virtue of their acts， 

without depending on anything such as womb， egg， etc. The Buddhist iradition 
counts inhabitanis of heavens (deva)， those of hel1s (naraka) and the Intermediate 
State (antarabhava) as spontaneously produced beings. Cf. AK m 9 b-c: naraka 
upadadukah / antarabhava-devas ca; (Tib.) P. [115J 5591 gu 133 b 7 : dmyal ba rnams 
dan lha rnams dan // srid pa bar ma brdzus te skye / / The existence of the Intermedi-
ate State， for example， is proclaimed by the Muni in order to console ordinary people 
who are afraid of knowing that there is nothing after death. In the same way the 
two-fold sense-fields are proclaimed by virtue of intention with respect to people 
who are afraid of knowing that there is nothing in the external world. 
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[Answer:] The teachings that [things] exist or that

[they] do not exist, are held [by the Yogacara] to be of

provisional meaning. (kO XI-l cd)

[1.2.1. The existence of visible matter~ etc.~ as a teaching of pro

visional meaning]

[83 a 2] Further, [the Buddha's] proclamation in the Scripture

(mdo, siltra) that the sense-fields (skye mched, tiyatana) such as visible matter

(gzugs, rilpa) exist, was stated with a special intention with regard to

people who are to be trained by that [proclamation] (des 'dul ba'i skye bo,

tad-vineya-jana). As it is said in the Vimsatikti (kO 9 and 8) [of Vasuban

dhuJ :

"From its own seed a representation appears having [a

certain] image (snan ba, tibhtisa). The Muni proclaimed them

(seed and image) 10) as the two-fold sense-fields of the [re

presentationJ. "

"If the existence of the sense-fields such as visible matter

has been proclaimed, this is with a special intention with

regard to (dgons pa'i dban gis, abhiprtiya-vastit) people to be trained

('dul ba yi skye bo, vineya-jana) by this [proclamation]: just as in

the case of spontaneously produced beings (brdzus te byun ba'i

sems can, upaptiduka-sattva)ll). "

10) Cf. Vinltadeva's commentary to the Viny,satikti, P. [l13J (5566) si 216 a 2 - 3 : ... ran
gi sa bon gan las mig gi roam par ses pa La sogs pa 'i roam par rig pa 'byun ba dan snan
ba 'byun ba gan yin pa sa bon dan snan ba de dag ni rnam par rig pa de'i nan dan phyi'i
skye mched du bcom Ldan 'das kyis gsuns so . ..

11) The intention of this metaphor seems to be the following: The spontaneously
produced beings are those who are born spontaneously by virtue of their acts,
without depending on anything such as womb, egg, etc. The Buddhist tradition
counts inhabitants of heavens (deva), those of hells (naraka) and the Intermediate
State (antartibhava) as spontaneously produced beings. Cf. AK ill 9 b-e: naraka
uPadiidukti'! I antartibhava-devas ca; (Tib.) P. [115J 5591 gu 133 b 7 : dmyal ba rnams
dan Lha rnams dan II srid pa bar ma brdzus te skye / / The existence of the Intermedi
ate State, for example, is proclaimed by the Muni in order to console ordinary people
who are afraid of knowing that there is nothing after death. In the same way the
two-fold sense-fields are proclaimed by virtue of intention with respect to people
who are afraid of knowing that there is nothing in the external world.
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[1.2.2. The absence of self-nature as a teaching of provisional 

meaningJ 

[83 a 4 ] In the same way. [the teaching ofJ the absence of self-

nature for all things and other [teachings] which the Blessed One 

proc1aimed in the Extremely Vast Basket (sin tu rgyas pa'i sde snod， vaipulya-

P如初)12) were also proclaimed through a special intention. As it is said 

at great length in the Samdhinirmocana [-sutraJ 13) 

“Listen! 1 shall explain to you the intended meaning of the 

teaching that all things are without self-nature. without 

production. without destruction. calm from the beginning 

and naturally extinguished. Param昌rthasamudgata! Y ou 

should know the following. 1 taught that all things are 

without self-nature. having in mind three ahsences of self-

nature 併obo nid med pa， n的svαbhavata)14) : namely， the ahsence of 

self-nature as to characteristic (mtshan nid rio bo nid med pa， laksana 

ni与svabhavata)，the absencεof self -na ture as to birth (skye ba rio 

bo nid med pa， utpatti-nihsvabhavata) and the absence of self -nature 

as to u1timate reality (don dam pa rio bo nid med pa， paramartha-

12) “Sin tu rgyas pa 'i sde snod" (vaipulyaρitaka) means the Mahayana Sutras， particularly 

the Prajnaparamita-sutras. Cf. Lamotte (1935) 193 n. 2 ; Mimaki (1982) 234 n. 588. 

See also - AS 84.11: yad uktam vaipulye nihsvabhavah sarvadharma iti / tatra ko 

'bhisandhih / / [(Tib.) P. [102J (5550) li 124 b 2， D. (4049) ri 105 a 2 J sin tu rgyas pa 

las chos thams cad rio bo nid med do zes gari gsuris pa de la dgoris pa gari yin ze na / ;一一

id. 83.14 : kena karanena vaiρulyam bodhisattvanam Paramita-pita初 mucyate / [(Tib.) 

P. 123 b 6 -7， D. 104 a 7 -b 1 ] ci'i phyir sin tu rgyas pa la byari chub sems dpa'i Pha rol 

tu phyinρa 'i sde snod ces bya ze na /; - id. 83.19: kena karanena vaipulyam Csic) 

audaηlam gambhiryam ca desyate / . .. [(Tib.) P. 124 a 1 ， D. 104 b 2 ] ci'i phyir sin tu 

増yasρα largya che ba dari / z.αb par bstan ce na / . . . 

13) Through a comparison of the Tibetan texts， it is clear that dBus pa blo gsal did not 

cite the passage directly from the Samdhinirmocana-sutra itself. Identification of the 

source from which he cites it must await further research. 

14) Cf. TrsBh 41.7 -8 (ad Trs k
0
23): ... trividha nihsvabhavata laksana-nihsvabhavata 

uφatti-nihsvabhavata paramartha-nihsvabhavata ca / (Tib.) .. . rio bo必dmed pa rnam 

pa gsum ni mtshan nid rio bo nid medρa dari / sたyeba rio bo nid med pa dari / don dam 

pa rio bo nid med pa '0 /. 

号

[1.2.2. The absence of self-nature as a teaching of provisional

meaning]

[83 a 4 ] In the same way. [the teaching of] the absence of self

nature for all things and other [teachings] which the Blessed One

proclaimed in the Extremely Vast Basket (sin tu rgyas pa'i sde snod, vaipulya

piraka ) 12) were also proclaimed through a special intention. As it is said

at great length in the SarJ}dhinirmocana [-szUra] 13) :

"Listen! I shall explain to you the intended meaning of the

teaching that all things are without self-nature. without

production. without destruction. calm from the beginning

and naturally extinguished. Paramarthasamudgata! You

should know the following. I taught that all things are

without self-nature. having in mind three absences of self

nature (no bo iiid med pa, nif!svabhtwatii) 14) : namely. the absence of

self-nature as to characteristic (mtshan iiid no bo iiid med pa, lak~a1'l;a-

nif!svabhiivatti), the absence of self-nature as to birth (skye ba no

bo iiid med pa, utpatti-nif!svabhiivatii) and the absence of self-nature

as to ultimate reality (don dam pa no bo iiid med pa, paramiirtha-

12) "Sin tu rgyas pa'i sde snod" (vaipulyapi~aka) means the Mahayana SiUras, particularly
the Prajiiiipiiramitii-sUtras. Cf. Lamotte (1935) 193 n. 2 ; Mimaki (1982) 234 n. 588.
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13) Through a comparison of the Tibetan texts, it is clear that dBus pa blo gsal did not
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source from which he cites it must await further research.

14) Cf. TrsBh 41.7 - 8 (ad Trs k023): ... trividhti nif!svabhiivatti lak~a1'l;a-nif!svabhiivatii
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nihsvabhava語) " 

[83 b 1 ] That is exactly why the venerable Cお1s1Ia nas or za1 s1Ia na) 15) 

Maitreyanatha says [in his Mahayanasutralankara (XI k0

52
16
) & 50)J : 

“Concerning the beginning [of the round of existences]， 17) 

identity;8) otherness，t9) the particular character 加え gimtshan 

宛id，sva1aksana: 協• pari.初 lp泌 svabhava)，20) itself (ra1I， svayam， viz. para-

tantra-svabhava)， 21) change (gZan du 'gyur， antyathabhava， v信.parini~panna-

15) Zal s1Ia nas is known to be a honorific title; cf. - Laufer (1914) 1135; - Bacot (1954) 

313 n. 4; - Hadano (1966) 46; - De Jong (1972) 510 -511， 558 n. 23. It is the 

equivalent of pada， an honorific Sanskrit term used in the plural; cf. PrasP 359.7 = 

(Tib.) P. [98J (5260) 'a 133 a 7. But the process of the formation of this term is still 

to be investigated. In the Tibetan expression “someone says... ，" the subject is 

normally expressed by the instrumental case， as for example in BSGT 83 b 3 -4 

(dByig g角engyis. .. Zes gsu1Is pa). Thus， here in the expression，“the venerable 

Maitreyanatha says..." (mGon po Byams pa'i za1 s1Ia nas. .. ces gsu1Is pa)， it is 

possible to think that zal s1Ia nas is za1 s1Ia na， plus the instrumental affix -s; that is 

to say， the original form of this honorific term is zal s1Ia na， and not zal sna nas. 

However， more frequently zal s1Ia nas is considered to be one word; cf. - the title of 

the eighth chapter of Bhavya's Madhyamαkaratnaprad争a (slob dpon gyi zal s1Ia nas 

kyi che ba bげodρa'iskabs) ; -Fukuda & Ishihama (1986) 191 (dKon mchog 'jigs med 

dba1I po 'i zal s初 naskyi rnam paパharpa. . .). It is sometimes written zal m1Ia' nas ; 

cf. Madhyamakaratnaprad中α，P.[95J (5254) tsha 327 b 1. It is reported that it is also 

written za s1Ia nas (as well as in corrupt forms， such as za s1Iar nas orお bs1Iarnas) 

in letter-documents found in Tun-huang; cf. Takeuchi (1986) 567 -568. 

16) The MahayanasiltnまlankaraXI kO 52 Is famous for demonstrating the intellectual 

receptivity to the truth that states of existence have no origination (anu争attika-

dharma-ksanti)， and eight kinds of anutpatti初 -dharma-ksantiare explained. 

17) Cf. MSABh 68.7 -8 : adau samsarasya na hi郎 yady-utpattirasti /. 

18) CF. MSABh 68.8 -9 : tattve 'nyatve cαρilrva-ρascimanam na hi samsare tesam eva 

dharmanam utpattir ye pilrvam uφannas tad-bhavenanutpatteh 1. In Levi's translation 

(1911 ; 124: . . . dans la Transmigration， il n'y a pas Production d'Id位 uxqui n'aientρas 

ete produits anterieurement) and in Thurman's (1979; 141: . . . in cyclic life there is 

no production of phenomena which have not been produced before)， it seems that 

the negative， here shown in italics， is incorrect. 

19) Cf. MSABh 68.9 : na canyesam apurva-prakaranu争atteh/. 

20) Cf. MSABh 68.10: svalaksane pari初 lρitasyasvabhavasya na hi tasya初 dacidutρattih 1. 

21) Cf. MSABh 68.10 -11 : svayam anu争attauparatantrasya 1. 
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nil'!svabhavata) "

[83 b 1 ] That is exactly why the venerable (ial sna oos or ial sna 00)15)

Maitreyanatha says [in his Mahiiyiinasiltriilankiira (XI k05216
) & 50)J :

"Concerning the beginning [of the round of existences], 17)

identity,18) otherness/g) the particular character (ran gi mtshan

iUd, svalak?a,!a: viz. parikalpita-svabhava), 20) itself (ran, svayam, viz. para-

tantra-svabhava), 21) change (gian du 'gyur, antyathabhava, viz. parini?panna-

15) tal sna nas is known to be a honorific title; d. - Laufer (1914) 1135; - Bacot (1954)

313 n. 4; - Hadano (1966) 46; - De long (1972) 510 - 511, 558 n. 23. It is the

equivalent of piida, an honorific Sanskrit term used in the plural; d. PrasP 359.7 =

(Tib.) P. [98J (5260) 'a 133 a 7. But the process of the formation of this term is still

to be investigated. In the Tibetan expression "someone says ... ,n the subject is

normally expressed by the instrumental case, as for example in BSGT 83 b 3 - 4

(dByig gfien gyis . .. ies gsuns pa). Thus, here in the expression, "the venerable

Maitreyanatha says ...n (mGon po Byams pa'i ial sna oos . .. ees gsuns pa), it is

possible to think that ial sna nas is ial soo na, plus the instrumental affix -s; that is

to say, the original form of this honorific term is ial sna 00, and not ial sna nas.
However, more frequently ial soo oos is considered to be one word; d. - the title of

the eighth chapter of Bhavya's Madhyamakaratnapradfpa (slob dpon gyi ial sna oos

kyi ehe ba brjod pa'i skabs) ; - Fukuda & Ishihama (1986) 191 (dKon mehog 'jigs med

dban po'i ial sna nas kyi roam par thar pa . . .). It is sometimes written ial moo' nas ;

cf. Madhyamakaratnapradfpa, P. [95J (5254) tsha 327 b 1. It is reported that it is also

written ia sna nas (as well as in corrupt forms, such as ia soor oos or ia bsoor nas)

in letter-documents found in Tun-huang; d. Takeuchi (1986) 567 - 568.

16) The Mahaylinasutrlilanlu'ira XI kO 52 is famous for demonstrating the intellectual

receptivity to the truth that states of existence have no origination (anutpattika

dharma-k?linti), and eight kinds of anutpattika-dharma-k?linti are explained.

17) Cf. MSABh 68.7 - 8 : lidau sa'ff}slirasya 00 hi tasyooy-utpattir asti I.
18) CF. MSABh 68.8 - 9 : tattve 'nyatve ea purva-paseimlinli'ff} 00 hi sa'ff}slire te?lim eva

dharmli'!lim utpattir ye purvam utpannlis tad-bhlivenanutpattel'! I. In Levi's translation

(1911 ; 124: ... dans la Transmigration, il n'y a pas Production d'Ideaux qui n'aient pas

ete produits anterieurement) and in Thurman's (1979; 141: ... in cyclic life there is

no production of phenomena which have not been produced before), it seems that

the negative, here shown in italics, is incorrect.

19) Cf. MSABh 68.9 : 00 eanye?lim apurva-pralu'iranutpattel'! /.
20) Cf. MSABh 68.10: svalak?a1!e parikalpitasya svabhlivasya 00 hi tasya kadlicid utpattil'! I.
21) Cf. MSABh 68.10 - 11 : svayam anutpattau paratantrasya /.
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svabhava)， 22) dεfilemene3) and purification，24) the intellectual 

receptivity (bzodμ，k子anti)to the [truth that] states of exi-

stence have no origination is stated." 

“Because [things] do not exist of themse1ves， [do not 

exist] by [their] self-nature， do not endure in [their] self 

nature25
) and self-nature does not exist as apprehended， one 

admits that the absence of self -nature [of al1 thingsJ is 

taught." 

The master Vasubandhu too says in the Trimsika 26) (k
0

23) : 

“Having in mind the three absences of self-nature of three 

natures， [He] taught the absence of self-nature of a11 

things." 

22) Cf. MSABh 68.11 -12: anyathabhave parinisρannasya na hi抱d-anyathabhavasy・otpattir

asti /. 
23) Cf. MSABh 68.12: samkleseρrahine na hi ksayajnana-labhinah samklesasyotpattim punah 

ρasyanti /. 
24) MSA has here“khyad par la" (visese) instead of the “rnam byan la" (vyavadane) of 

our text. This means， according to the 2WSA， that there is no origination of distinc-

tion for the Buddhas who have the dharma for a body. dBus pa blo gsal did not cite 

this verse of MSA correctly， probably because he confused the phrases in his memory， 

being too much influenced by a certain set of terminology: kun nas non mo1Is pa 

(samklesa) / rnam byan (vyavadana). Cf. MSABh 68.13: visese buddha-dharmakaya-
nam na hi tesam visesδφαttir asti / (Tib.) P. [108J (5527)ρhi 188 a 5 : khyad par ni 

sa1Is rgyas kyi chos kyi sku rnams la ste / de dag la ni khyad par du skye ba med do //. 
Concerning the interpretation of the term dharmakaya， see Paul Harrison，“Is the 

Dharma-kaya the Real “Phantom Body" of the Buddha ?，" article to be published in 
journal 01 the International Association 01 Buddhist Studies 15， 1，1992. 

25) In the Samdhinirmocanasutra and the MSA kO 
52 cited just above， and also in the Trs 

k023 cited soon after， it is a question of the three nihsvabhavata 01 trisvabhava， viz. 
parikalpita-， paratantra-and ρarinispanna-svabhava. But here in this verse (MSA kO 

50) it is a question of the three nihsvabhavata of the three characteristics Claksana 
trayα) of conditioned things (samskrta)， viz. production (utpadα)， duration (sthiti) 

and destruction (bha1Iga). Cf. - MSABh 67.20 -21 ity etat trividham 
nihsvabhavatvam samskrta-laksana-trayanugam veditavyam /; - MSA-Vrttibhasya of 

Sthiramati (ed. Hayashima (1979) 39.27 -28: de ltar skye ba ra1I biin med pa da1I / Zig 
ρa ra1I bZin medρadaえ/gnasρa ra元bZinmed pa da1I / . .， It is not clear. however， if 
dBus pa blo gsal was conscious of this difference in citing this verse (kO 50) from the 

MSA. 
26) To briefly note the new publication of the Sanskrit manuscripts (facsimile edition) 

of three works of Vasubandhu including the Trs: K. Mimaki， M. Tachikawa and Y. 

Yuyama (edよ Three works 01 Vasubandhu in Sanskrit Manuscript， the Tri-
svabhavanirdesa， the Vimsatika with its Vrtti， and the Trimsika with Sthiramati's 

Commentary， Bibliotheca Codicum Asiaticorum 1， the Centre for East Asian Cultural 

Studies， 1989. 
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svabhava),22) defilemene3
) and purification,24) the intellectual

receptivity (bzod pa, k?tinti) to the [truth that] states of exi

stence have no origination is stated."

And also,

"Because [things] do not exist of themselves, [do not

exist] by [their] self-nature, do not endure in [their] self

nature25) and self-nature does not exist as apprehended, one

admits that the absence of self-nature [of all things] IS

taught."

The master Vasubandhu too says in the Tri11}sikii 26) (k023) :

"Having in mind the three absences of self-nature of three

natures, [He] taught the absence of self-nature of all

things."

22) Cf. MSABh 68.11 - 12: anyathtibhtive parini?pannasya na hi tad-anyathtibhtivasy-6tpattir
asti /.

23) Cf. MSABh 68.12: sa'J!lklese prahf11;e na hi k?ayajntina-ltibhina"! sa'J!lklesasyotpatti'J!l puna"!
pasyanti /.

24) MSA has here "khyad par la" (vise?e) instead of the "rnam byan la" (vyavadiine) of
our text. This means, according to the 2USA, that there is no origination of distinc
tion for the Buddhas who have the dharma for a body. dBus pa blo gsal did not cite
this verse of MSA correctly, probably because he confused the phrases in his memory,
being too much influenced by a certain set of terminology: kun nas non mons pa
(sa1!lklesa) / rnam byan (vyavadtina). Cf. MSABh 68.13: vise?e buddha-dharmaktiyti
na'J!l na hi te~ti'J!l vise?6tpattir asti / (Tib.) P. [l08J (5527) phi 188 a 5 : khyad par ni
sans rgyas kyi chos kyi sku rnams la ste / de dag la ni khyad par du skye ba med do II
Concerning the interpretation of the term dharmaktiya, see Paul Harrison, "Is the
Dharma-kaya the Real "Phantom Body" of the Buddha ?," article to be published in
Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies 15, 1,1992.

25) In the Sa1!ldhinirmocanasiitra and the MSA kO 52 cited just above, and also in the Trs
k023 cited soon after, it is a question of the three ni,,!svabhtivatti of trisvabhava, viz.
parikalpita-, paratantra- and parini~panna-svabhtiva. But here in this verse (MSA kG
50) it is a question of the three ni,,!svabhavata of the three characteristics (lak~a11;a

traya) of conditioned things (sa'J!lsk:ta), viz. production (utptida), duration (sthiti)
and destruction (bhanga). Cf. - MSABh 67.20 -21 : ... ity etat trividha'J!l
ni,,!svabhtivatva'J!l sa'J!lskt:ta-lak?a11;a-trayanuga'J!l veditavya'J!l /; - MSA-V~ttibha~ya of
Sthiramati (ed. Hayashima (1979) 39.27 - 28: de ltar skye ba ran bzin med pa dan / zig
pa ran bzin med pa dan / gnas pa ran Min med pa dan I .. , It is not clear, however, if
dBus pa bio gsal was conscious of this difference in citing this verse (kO 50) from the
MSA.

26) To briefly note the new publication of the Sanskrit manuscripts (facsimile edition)
of three works of Vasubandhu including the Trs: K. Mimaki, M. Tachikawa and Y.
Yuyama (ed.) , Three works oj Vasubandhu in Sanskrit Manuscript, the Tri
svabhtivanirdesa, the Vi'J!lsatika with its V:tti, and the Tri'J!lsika with Sthiramati's
Commentary, Bibliotheca Codicum Asiaticorum 1, the Centre for East Asian Cultural
Studies, 1989.
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[2. The divisions of the Yogacara] 

[2.1. The main divisions: the * Satyakarav孟din(rNam bden pa) and 

the *Alil五丞karavadin(r詩amrdzun pa) ] 27) 

[83 b 4 ] [Here isJ an explanation of how [the YogacaraJ ex-

27) If we present in the form of a table the classification of the Yogacara school which 
fo11ows in our text， we have : 

[Naznbdenp 
ESIVa向 sg色…d[paJ .... 5a町一na吋討caragupta

Grans b.iin [paJ ............. Sakyabuddhi 
5es dan rnam pa phyed mar smra [baJ 

r詩amrdzun pa 

仁Dribcas pa.・・・.. . . . . Vinitadeva 
Dri ma med pa . . . . . . . Dharmottara 

Concerning this classification of dBus pa blo gsal， we can make at least the following 
three remarks : 
First of a11， the famous classification of the Yogacara school into the Lu企girjes 'bran 
( * Agamanusarin， followers of the 瓦gama，viz. the Yogacarabhumi) and the Rigs pa'i 
rjes 'bran (* Nyayanusarin， followers of the seven treatises of Dharmakirti)， a 
classification which Obermiller (1931; 99) introduced to us， is not found. Unfor-
tunately， Obermiller does not seem to give the source for his description. It seems 
that we do not find this classification yet in the writings of Tson kha pa. The Second 
Dalai Lama， dGe 'dun rgya mtsho (1475 -1542)， mentions it in his GTD2 (cf. Mimaki 
[1983J 49.24 -26)， whereas it does not appear in his contemporaries' works， such as 
the JTGT of Se ra rJe btsun pa Chos kyi rgyal mtshan (1469 -1546) or the PSGT of 
Pal! chen bSod nams grags pa (1478 -1554). So we might conclude as a working 
hypothesis that this classification began to be used rather late， namely around the 
fifteenth century. 
The second point that we can make concerning the classification of dBus pa blo gsal 
is that he uses the terms， rNam bden pa and r珂amrdzun pa， to indicate the two 
branchs of the Yogacara-vijn詰navadin，as do the Tibetan writers usually. ln fact， it 
was general1y thought that the Tibetans prefer to use these terms， whereas the lndian 
authors use the terms rNam pa da白 bcaspar smra ba (Sakaravadin) and rNam pa 
med par smra ba (Nirakaravada). See， for example， JSSN 202.2 -3 :出rrNal砂or
spyod pa ni rnam pa gnis te / rNamρa dari bcas pa dari / rNam pa med pa '0 / / ; TRat 
1.15 -16: Yogacaras ca dvividha~ sakara-nirakara-bhedena / (Tib.) 2.4 -5 : rNal 'byor 
sρ'yod pa la yari rnam ρa gnis te / rN.αmρa dari bcasρa dari / rNam pa med pa'i d句lebas 
so / /. But 1 can now say that not only the terms， rNam bden pa and rNam rdzun pa， 
but also terms indicating the sub-schools of the rNam rdzun pa， viz. the Dri bcas pa 
and the Dri ma med pa. can be found in an Indian text. The text in question is a 
short doxographical text. namely the Sarvayanalokavise$a-bhasya or Sarvayanalo・

初 kara-vaibhasya-nama(P. [102J (5303) ha 415 a 1 -425 a 6 ; D. (3907)α306a 
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[2. The divisions of the Yogacara]

[2.1. The main divisions: the * Satyakaravadin (rNam bden pa) and

the *Alikakaravadin (rNam rdzun pa)] 27)

[83 b 4 ] [Here is] an explanation of how [the Yogacara] ex-

27) If we present in the form of a table the classification of the Yogacara school which
follows in our text, we have:

[

rNam bden pa

E
sNa tshogs griis med [paJ ~ankaranandana,Prajriakaragupta
Crans bzin Cpa] Sakyabuddhi
Ses dan mam pa phyed mar smra [baJ

rNam rdzun pa
[Dri bcas pa Vinltadeva

Dri rna med pa Dharmottara
Concerning this classification of dBus pa blo gsal, we can make at least the following
three remarks:
First of all, the famous classification of the Yogacara school into the Lun gi rjes 'bran
(* Agamanusarin, followers of the Agarna, viz. the Yogiiciirabhumi) and the Rigs pa'i
rjes 'bran (* Nyayanusarin, followers of the seven treatises of Dharmaklrti), a
classification which Obermiller (1931; 99) introduced to us, is not found. Unfor
tunately, Obermiller does not seem to give the source for his description. It seems
that we do not find this classification yet in the writings of Tson kha pa. The Second
Dalai Lama, dGe 'dun rgya mtsho (1475 - 1542), mentions it in his GTD2 (ct. Mimaki
[1983J 49.24 - 26), whereas it does not appear in his contemporaries' works, such as
the ]TGT of Se ra rJe btsun pa Chos kyi rgyal mtshan (1469 - 1546) or the PSGT of
Pal?- chen bSod nams grags pa (1478 - 1554). So we might conclude as a working
hypothesis that this classification began to be used rather late, namely around the
fifteenth century.
The second point that we can make concerning the classification of dBus pa blo gsal
is that he uses the terms, rNam bden pa and rNam rdzun pa, to indicate the two
branchs of the Yogacara-vijrianavadin, as do the Tibetan writers usually. In fact, it
was generally thought that the Tibetans prefer to use these terms, whereas the Indian
authors use the terms rNam pa dan bcas par smra ba (Sakaravadin) and rNam pa
med par smra ba (Ninlkaravada). See, for example, JSSN 202.2 - 3 : 'dir rNal 'byor
spyod pa ni rnam pa giiis te I rNam pa dan bcas pa dan I rNam pa med pa '0 / / ; TRat
1.15 - 16: Yogiiciiras ca dvividha~ siikiira-niriikiira-bhedena I (Tib.) 2.4 - 5 : rNal 'byor
spyod pa fa yan rnam pa gfiis te I rNam pa dan bcas pa dan I rNam pa med pa'i dbye bas
so I/. But I can now say that not only the terms, rNam bden pa and rNam rdzun pa,
but also terms indicating the sub-schools of the rNam rdzun pa, viz. the Dri bcas pa
and the Dri rna med pa, can be found in an Indian text. The text in question is a
short doxographical text, namely the Sarvayiiniilokavisesa-bhiisya or Sarvayiiniilo
kakara-vaibhiisya-niima (P. [102J (5303) ha 415 a 1 - 425 a {} ; D. (3907) a 306 a 4 - 313
a 7) of SUbhotighosa (Rab 'byor dbyans) ; ct. P. 420 b 7 - 421 a 1 : rNam brdzun pa la
yan gfiis su 'dod II Dag pa dan ni dri mar byas II rNam brdzun dag pa ni rnam pa dkar
drnar la sogs pa 'di sans rgyas pa'i gnas skabs na med la I rna dag pa la snan no zes zer
ba '0 II Dri rna dan bcas pa ni mam pa'i 'khor 10 'di sans rgyas pa'i dus na yan yod la I
'khrul par ses pas phyin ci log dan ldan pa'i iies pa an med do zes pa mjug bsdus pa '0 II
"One accepts that there are two [sub-schoolsJ in the rNam brdzun pa, viz. the 'Pure'
and the 'Impurity [PossessingJ '. The 'Pure' [school] of the rNam brdzun pa
maintains that these images, such as white and red etc., do not exist in the state of
being Buddha,· but appear for those who are not [yetJ pure [viz. who have not yet
reached the Buddha stageJ. The 'Impurity Possessing' [school] says that this /'
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pounds the definitive meaning (1Ies don， nitartha). 

Concerning the method of maintaining this Path of the Great 

¥込 circleof images exists even at the time of being Buddha， but since he knows that it is 
false， he does not have the fault of possessing a delusion. Thus is the conclusion." 
The rNam rdzun dag pa corresponds to the Dri ma med pa， and the Dri ma da白 bcas
pa to the Dri bcas pa of BSGT. Thus， the ideas of the two sub-schools of the rNam 
rdzun pa are clearly mentioned in this text， even though， unfortunately， no proper 
name of the advocates of these sub-schools is indicated. 
The third point that we can make is that， in the classification of dBus pa blo gsal， the 
names indicating the three sub-schools of the rNam bden pa show a transitional step 
before reaching the fixed form which we can find in the doxographical texts of a 
later period， such as the GTCM or the CKGT. Here are the sub-schools of the 
Yogacara-vijnanavadin in form of a table as they are found in GTC問良a6bl-7al， 
68 a 1 ff.， CKGT 207.16 ff.， 211.19 ff.; see also Hakamaya (1976): 

「…f山 h加10吋
gZur白1'dz討ingrar合1smロ1白ampa. .. [GTCM] Sakyabuddhi 
sGo会aphyed tshal pa. ‘. [GTCM] Sar'lkaranandana 

rNam rdzun pa 
仁Dribcas pa. .. . .. .. [GTCM， CKGTJ DharmoUara 

Dri med pa. . . . . . .. [GTCM， CKGTJ Prajnakaragupta 
As a comparison of the two tables clearly shows， the terms naming the two sub 
schools of the rNam rdzun pa are almost the same in BSGT and GTCM/<二KGT. On 
the other hand， those for the three sub-schools of the rNam bden pa， except for the 
sNa tshogs gnis med pa， differ considerably， even though the contents of the 
philosophical ideas expressed by these three sub-schools are the same. We find the 
same situation in the giun lugs legs par bsad pa (gSu1I 'bum， vol .5， 141 b 6 ff.) of Sa 
skya pandita (1182 -1251) ; the ideas are already expressed， but the terminology dif-
fers; the terms indicating the three sub-schools are “gNis med du smra ba，"“rNam 
pa'i grar'ls ji sned par ses pa'i grar'ls kyar'l de sned du 'dod pa，" and “rNam par会espa 
sgo r'la bkas pa ltar 'dod pa." All this means that the names of these three sub 
schools were still not yet fixed in the period of dBus pa blo gsal， viz. the mid 
fourteenth century. sTag tshan 10 tsa ba Ses rab rin chen (1405 -?) says in his grub 
mtha' that the division of the rNam bden pa into these three sub-schooIs was made 
by Bod s1Ia ma dαg (earlier Tibetans)， and he uses these three names in their fixed 
form ;. cf. TTGTRG 68 b 6 -69 a 2 : Sems tsam rNam bden pa la a1I Bod s1Ia ma dag / sGo 
えaphyed tshal pa da1I / gZu1I 'dzin gra1Is m元ampa da1I / sNa tshogs gカismed 
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pounds the definitive meaning (nes don, nitdrtha).

Concerning the method of maintaining this Path of the Great

'\. circle of images exists even at the time of being Buddha, but since he knows that it is
false, he does not have the fault of possessing a delusion. Thus is the conclusion."
The rNam rdzun dag pa corresponds to the Dri rna med pa, and the Dri rna dan bcas
pa to the Dri bcas pa of BSGT. Thus, the ideas of the two sub-schools of the rNam
rdzun pa are clearly mentioned in this text, even though, unfortunately, no proper
name of the advocates of these sub-schools is indicated.
The third point that we can make is that, in the classification of dBus pa blo gsal, the
names indicating the three sub-schools of the rNam bden pa show a transitional step
before reaching the fixed form which we can find in the doxographical texts of a
later period, such as the GTCM or the CKGT. Here are the sub-schools of the
Yogacara-vijfianavadin in form of a table as they are found in GTCM na 6 b I - 7 a I ,
68 a 1 ff., CKGT 207.16 ff., 211.19 ff.; see also Hakamaya (1976):

[
~ rNam bden pa. . . . . . . .. [CKGT] Devendrabuddhi, Sakyabuddhi

E
sNa tshogs gfiis med pa [GTCM] Dharmakirti
gZun 'dzin grans mfiam pa [GTCM] Sakyabuddhi
sGo na phyed tshal pa [GTCM] Sankaranandana

rNam rdzun pa
L Dri bcas pa [GTCM, CKGT] Dharmottara

Dri med pa [GTCM, CKGT] Prajfiakaragupta
As a comparison of the two tables clearly shows, the terms naming the two sub
schools of the rNam rdzun pa are almost the same in BSGT and GTCM/CKGT. On
the other hand, those for the three sub-schools of the rNam bden pa, except for the
sNa tshogs gfiis med pa, differ considerably, even though the contents of the
philosophical ideas expressed by these three sub-schools are the same. We find the
same situation in the gZwi lugs legs par bsad pa (gSun 'bum, vol .5, 141 b 6 ff.) of Sa
skya pandita (1182 - 1251) ; the ideas are already expressed, but the terminology dif
fers; th~ terms indicating the three sub-schools are "gNis med du smra ba," "rNam
pa'i grans ji sfied par ses pa'i grans kyan de sfied du 'dod pa," and "rNam par ses pa
sgo na bkas pa ltar 'dod pa." All this means that the names of these three sub
schools were still not yet fixed in the period of dBus pa blo gsal, viz. the mid
fourteenth century. sTag tshan 10 tsa ba Ses rab rin chen (1405 -?) says in his grub
mtha'that the division of the rNam bden pa into these three sub-schools was made
by Bod sna ma dag (earlier Tibetans), and he uses these three names in their fixed
form;. d. TTGTRG 68 b 6 - 69 a 2 : Sems tsam rNam bden pa la an Bod sna ma dag / sGo
iw phyed tshal pa dan / gZun 'dzin grans miiam pa dan / sNa tshogs giiis med pa ies
gsum du 'byed pa La / Bod phyi rna dag gis dgag pa sna tshogs byas pa ni mi rigs te / de
gsum du yod par rGya gar mkhas pa'i giun la grags sin don la grub pa'i phyir te / ...
I am not sure whom he had in mind with the expression "Bod sna ma dag." As an
example of an author who precedes him and who uses almost the same terminology
for these three sub-schools, we can point to rGyal tsab rje Dar rna rin chen (1364
1432), In fact he uses in his dBu ma rgyan gyi brjed byan (ed. Sarnath, 1976, 87 ff. ad
MA kO 46 ff.) the names "sNa thogs gfiis med pa," "rNam ses gran.s mfiam pa," and
"sGo na phyed tshal pa," which are almost the same as those of a later period, but not
yet completely the same. Therefore, there is still a need for research into the history
of this terminology. On the other hand, in the above two tables, the attribution of
Indian dialecticians to the sub-schools differs considerably. To fully clarify this
point, an investigation should be made regarding the Indian texts themselves.
The present note is based partially on the summary of my paper (not yet published),
which I read at the 32 th International Congress of Asian and North African Studies
in Hamburg 1986; the revised version of the paper is forthcoming.
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Vehicle. there are two [schools. the one which asserts thatJ 

the image [in the cognition] (rnam pa. akara) is real and [the 

other which asserts that it] is false. (kO XI-2 ab) 

[83 b 4 ] Concerning how [the theory of] this Path of the Great 

Vehicle - which proclaims that all things are nothing but representa-

tion - is maintained， there are two [schools. namelyJ the * Satyakara-

vadin (rNam bden pa) which maintains that the image (snan ba. abhasa) is 

cognition (ses pa. jnana) and the * Alikakaravadin (r討amrdzun pa) which 

maintains that the image is superimposed by cognition. 

[83 b 5] Among them the master Dignaga28
¥ the great Brahmana 

Sa会karanandana29) and others maintain the image to be the self-

nature of cognition. 

[83 b 5 ] It is said for example in the Alambanapariksa (kO 

6 a-c) 

[of Dignaga] : 

“The internal form to be known. which appears as if it were 

externaI. is the object， because it is the self-nature (mam s郎元o

bo. vij元ana-rnpa)of the cogni tion." 

The great Brahmana [Sa主karanandana]also says in the Apohasiddhi: 

“What appears is here [cognition] itself. The other [things] 

do not appear. What does not appear in a cognition cannot 

28) Cf. JSSN 202.3 -5 : de la rNam pa dan bcas pa ni slob dpon Phyogs kyi glan po la sogs pa 

dag gi 'dod pa ste /. 

29) His dates were proposed as 9 -10 th century by Gnoli (1960; xxiv). His name is 

normaly given as Sarikarananda in the catalogues of the Tibetan Canon， but 

Frauwallner showed that his correct name is. in fact. Sarikaranandana. Cf.-

Frauwallner (1933) 241 = (1982) 488 ; - Miyasaka (1971 74 1984; 393);-

Buhnemann (1980) 191 n.1. For the identification of his Sanskrit texts， see 

Buhnemann (1980). See also infra n. 30. 
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Vehicle. there are two [schools. the one which asserts that]

the image [in the cognition] (roam pat iikiira) is real and [the

other which asserts that it] is false. (kO XI- 2 ab)

[83 b 4 ] Concerning how [the theory of] this Path of the Great

Vehicle - which proclaims that all things are nothing but representa

tion - is maintained. there are two [schools. namely] the *Satyakara-

vadin (rNam bden pa) which maintains that the image (snan ba, iibhiisa) is

cognition (ses pa, jiitina) and the *AlIkakaravadin (rNam rdzun pa) which

maintains that the image is superimposed by cognition.

[83 b 5] Among them the master Dignaga28
\ the great Brahmar:a

Sailkaranandana29
) and others maintain the image to be the self-

nature of cognition.

[83 b 5 ] It is said for example in the Alambanaparik~ti (kO 6 a-c)

[of Dignaga] :

"The internal form to be known. which appears as if it were

external. is the object. because it is the self-nature (mam ses no

bo, vijiiiina-rnpa) of the cognition:'

The great Brahmar:a [Sailkaranandana] also says in the Apohasiddhi:

"What appears is here [cognition] itself. The other [things]

do not appear. What does not appear in a cognition cannot

28) Cf. JSSN 202.3 - 5 : de la rNam pa dan bcas pa ni slob dpon Phyogs kyi glan po la sags pa

dag gi 'dod pa ste /.

29) His dates were proposed as 9 -10 th century by Gnoli (1960; xxiv). His name is

normaly given as Sarikarananda in the catalogues of the Tibetan Canon, but

Frauwallner showed that his correct name is, in fact, Sarikaranandana. Cf.

Frauwallner (1933) 241 = (1982) 488 ; - Miyasaka (1971; 74 = 1984; 393);

Blihnemann (1980) 191 n.1. For the identification of his Sanskrit texts, see
Biihnemann (1980). See also infra n. 30.
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even be superimposed in that [cognitionJ." 30) 

[84 a 1 ] The master Arya-Asailga， the master Dharmottara， and 

others maintain the image to be superimposed by cognition. 

[84 a 1 J 1t is said in the Mahayanasamgrahα[of AsailgaJ 31) 

“If the object is established as object， a cognition free from 

constrむctions(ye ses rtog pa med， jnanam akalpakam) would not be 

possible. Without a [cognition free from constructions] it 

would not be possible to obtain Buddhahood." 

“When cognition free from constructions operates， no object 

appears. One should， therefore， know that there is no ob-

ject戸 Without it， representation 抑制 rig，vijぉ:pti) does not 

exist.33
) " 

The master Dharmottara says also [in his Pramanaviniscayatika] : 

“If all images exist， even Brahman cannot think that any 

30) Concerning the source， see Mimaki (1982) n. 303. The first half of this verse is cited 

in the CTCM (ed. sGo man， na 68 a 5 -6 ; ed. bl王rasis 'khyil， 563.4) as one of the 

sources in support of the position of the sGo na phyed tshal pa. On the other hand， 

later in our text (BSGT 84 b 4) Sankaranandana is considered to be an advocate of 

the sNa tshogs g白ismed pa (see also supra n. 27). A final decision regarding his 

doctrinal position needs more careful study. 

31) These two verses of the Mahayanasamgraha are cited also in the ]SSN (202.15 -23) as 

a source in support of the position of the rNam pa med pa CNirakaravadin) of the 

Yogacara-vijnanavadin. The Sanskrit text for these two verses is now available in 

the ASBh (42.8 -9 ; 42.14 -15) : 

αγthasyarthatva-nispattau jnanam na syad akalpakam / 

tad--abhavac ca buddhatva-praptir naivopapadyate / / 

jnana-care 'vikalpe hi sarvarthakhyanato 'pi ca / 

α7訪abhavo'vagantavyo vij伽 ρtestad--abhavatah / / 

It was Lamotte (1938; tome II， p. 20 * note) who indicated that these two verses are 

found in the ASBh (T. [31J (1606) 715 b 19). For pada c of the second verse， the 

manuscript (fo1. 38 b 3)， Tatia's edition and a Sanskrit reconstruction found in 

Nagao (1982)， a11 have the reading arthabhavδipagantavyo， but it should be corrected 

as given here. 1 owe the information for this correction to Lambert Schmithausen. 

32) arthabhavo 'vagantavyo. See supra n. 31. 

33) Translation here according to the Tibetan version. Cf. Skt.:“. . .， representation 

[does not existJ. .. 

even be superimposed in that [cognition]." 30)

[84 a 1 ] The master Arya-Asanga, the master Dharmottara, and

others maintain the image to be superimposed by cognition.

[84 a 1 ] It is said in the Mahtiytinasa"!graha [of AsangaJ 31)

"If the object is established as object, a cognition free from

constructions (ye ses rtog pa med, jiiiinam akalpakam) would not be

possible. Without a [cognition free from constructions] it

would not be possible to obtain Buddhahood."

"When cognition free from constructions operates, no object

appears. One should, therefore, know that there is no ob

ject.32
) Without it, representation (mam rig, vijiiapti) does not

exist.33
) "

The master Dharmottara says also [in his Pramti,,!aviniscaya~iktiJ:

"If all images exist, even Brahman cannot think that any

30) Concerning the source, see Mimaki (1982) n. 303. The first half of this verse is cited

in the CTCM (ed. sGo mari, ria 68 a 5 - 6 ; ed. bKra sis 'khyil, 563.4) as one of the

sources in support of the position of the sGo ria phyed tshal pa. On the other hand,

later in our text (BSGT 84 b 4) Sarikaranandana is considered to be an advocate of

the sNa tshogs gfiis med pa (see also supra n. 27). A final decision regarding his

doctrinal position needs more careful study.

31) These two verses of the Mahiiyiinasan:zgraha are cited also in the jSSN (202.15 - 23) as

a source in support of the position of the rNam pa med pa (Nirakaravadin) of the

Yogacara-vijfianavadin. The Sanskrit text for these two verses is now available in

the ASBh (42.8 - 9 ; 42.14 - 15) :

arthasyilrthatva-ni~pattau jiiiinan:z na syiid akalpakam /

tad-abhiiviic ca buddhatva-priiptir nilivopapadyate / /

jiiiina-ciire 'vikalpe hi sarvflrthilkhyiinato 'pi ca /

arthilbhiivo 'vagantavyo vijiiaptes tad-abhiivatah; / /

It was Lamotte (1938; tome II, p. 20 * note) who indicated that these two verses are

found in the ASBh (T. [31J (1606) 715 b 19). For piida c of the second verse, the

manuscript (fol. 38 b 3), Tatia's edition and a Sanskrit reconstruction found in

Nagao (1982), all have the reading arthflbhiivopagantavyo, but it should be corrected

as given here. lowe the information for this correction to Lambert Schmithausen.

32) arthflbhiivo 'vagantavyo. See supra n. 31.

33) Translation here according to the Tibetan version. Ct. Skt.: "... , representation

[does not exist]. "
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cognition is erroneous. If [the imageJ， even if not real， 

appears， even Sata-kratu (brGya byin， i. e. lndra) cannot deny 

[this factJ by saying that the [imageJ is not illusory 

manifested by the cognition. No one can establish that all 

cognitions (myori ba， anubhava) are real: therefore there is no 

doubt that a cognition manifests something unreal." 

[84 a 4 ] [TheseJ two [schools - the * Satyakaravadin and the 

* Alikakara-vadin -J agree on [the following pointsJ : the external 

object is not real， cognition cognizes itself Crari rig pa， svasa1!lvedana) and 

the εxperience which is cognition free from duality (myori ba gnis med pa'i 

ωμ) exists in ultimate reality. 

[2.2. Philosophers who sometimes ta孟ethe position of the * Satya-

karavadin and sometimes that of the * AlikakaravadinJ 

It is accepted that some learned masters did not oppose the 

system of either (the * Satyakaravadin or the * Alikakaravadin). 

(kO XI-2 cd) 

[84 a 5 J It is accepted that both masters， Vasubandhu and 

Dharmakirti， have taught having adopted part of both [schools， 

namelyJ the * Satyakaravadin (rNam bden pa) and the * Alikakaravadin 
(rNam rdzun pa). 

[84 a 5] [Vasubandhu] says in the Trimsika (kk
O 

1-2 ab) [from 

the * Satyakaravadin's point of viewJ : 

“The diverse metaphoric constructions of Self and things 

(bd.αgdα元chossuお r'dogs pa， atma--dharmδipacara) which arise are the 

transformation of consciousness (rnam par ses par gyur， vijnana 

cognition is erroneous. If [the image], even if not real,

appears, even Sata-kratu (brGya byin, i. e. Indra) cannot deny

[this fact] by saying that the [image] is not illusory

manifested by the cognition. No one can establish that all

cognitions (myon ba, anubhava) are real: therefore there is no

doubt that a cognition manifests something unrea1."

[84 a 4 ] [These] two [schools - the *Satyakaravadin and the

*AlIkakara-vadin -] agree on [the following points] : the external

object is not real, cognition cognizes itself (ran rig pa, svasa1!lvedana) and

the experience which is cognition free from duality (myon ba giiis rned pa'i

ses pa) exists in ultimate reality.

[2.2. Philosophers who sometimes take the position of the *Satya

karavadin and sometimes that of the *Alikakaravadin]

It is accepted that some learned masters did not oppose the

system of either (the *Satyakaravadin or the *Allkakaravadin).

(kO XI- 2 cd)

[84 a 5] It is accepted that both masters, Vasubandhu and

Dharmaklrti, have taught having adopted part of both [schools,

namely] the *Satyakaravadin (rNam bden pa) and the *AlIkakaravadin

(rNam rdzun pa).

[84 a 5] [Vasubandhu] says in the Trimsikii (kkO 1- 2 ab) [from

the *Satyakaravadin's point of view] :

"The diverse metaphoric constructions of Self and things

(bdag dan chos su iier 'dogs pa, iitma-dharmopaciira) which arise are the

transformation of conSCIousness (rnam par ses par gyur, vijiiiina-
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parinama). This transformation is threef01d: maturation (mam 

ρar smin. v似たa.惚 alayavijnana)， what is called self-conceiving 

(初rsems， mana減免hya，viz. kli~tamanas) and the representation of 

objects (yul la mam par rig pa. vi子ayasyavijnaptiκviz. the si.χ pravrtti 

vij宛ana)... 

[84 a 6] He says a1so in the Vimsatika (k
O 

1) [from the * Alika-

karavadin's point of view] : 

“[All] this is nothing but representation because the object 

which does not exist appears， just as a man suffering from 

partia1 blindness (rab rib can， taimirika) sees hairs or a [doub1e] 

moon which do not exist [in reality J. " 

[84 b 1 J [Dharmakirti] says in the * Satyakaravadin ['s man-

nerJ in the Pramanavarttika (m k
0

328) : 

“The self-nature of this [cognition] has the form of blue 

and the other [objectsJ， and is a perception (myon ba. anub-

hava).34) Even though it is the perception of its own form， it 

appears as the perception of bluεand the other [objectsJ，" 

and a1so in the Prama1]aviniscaya (1 kO 

59 a-c) : 

“Therefore the appearing object and the cognition of that 

[appearing objectJ， 35) even if the ξxternal object existed， are 

not different [from each otherJ. Consequent1y the cogni-

tion has two forms (tshul gnis nid， dvi-YUpαta) [name1y， the form 

of the object and that of the cognition itselfJ. " 

[84 b 2 J He says [a1soJ in the * Alikakaravadin's manner [in 

PVn 1 kko
39 -40 =PV m kkQ

330 c-332 b] : 

34) Translation from the Sanskrit. Cf. Tib.:“Because the nature of the [cognitionJ is the 

[colorJ blue and the other [objectsJ. the self-nature [of itJ is a180 a perception." 

35) de blo BSGT， blo de PVn. The reading of BSGT seems better. 

pari'!tima). This transformation is threefold: maturation (mam

par smin. vipaka. viz. alayavijfiana), what is called self-conceiving

(nar sems. mananilkhya, viz. kIi~tamanas) and the representation of

objects (yul Ia mam par rig pat vi~ayasya vijfiaptir. viz. the six pravrtti-

vijfitina) • ..

[84 a 6] He says also in the Vimsatika (kO 1) [from the *AlIka

karavadin's point of view] :

"[All] this is nothing but representation because the object

which does not exist appears, just as a man suffering from

partial blindness (rab rib can. taimirika) sees hairs or a [double]

moon which do not exist [in realityJ. ..

[84 b 1] [Dharmaklrti] says in the *Satyakaravadin ['s man

ner] in the Pramanavarttika (m k0328) :

"The self-nature of this [cognition] has the form of blue

and the other [objectsJ, and is a perception (myon bat anub

hava).34) Even though it is the perception of its own form, it

appears as the perception of blue and the other [objects],"

and also in the Prama1Javiniscaya (I kO 59 a-c) :

"Therefore the appearing object and the cognition of that

[appearing object], 35) even if the external object existed, are

not different [from each otherJ. Consequently the cogni-

tion has two forms (tshul gfiis fiid. dvi-rupata) [namely, the form

of the object and that of the cognition itself]. ..

[84 b 2 J He says [alsoJ in the *AlIkakaravadin's manner [in

PVn I kko39 - 40 =PV ill kkQ 330 c- 332 b] :

34) Translation from the Sanskrit. Cf. Tib.: "Because the nature of the [cognition] is the

[color] blue and the other [objectsJ. the self-nature [of itJ is also a perception."

35) de bio BSGT, bio de PVn. The reading of BSGT seems better.
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“[The cognitionJ which without the forms of the cognized 

and the cognizer is thus set forth in the way it is seen， by 

those w ho are in error (幼rulpa， bhra的)， as bifurcating (bslad 

pa. viplava) into the forms of the apprehended and the 

apprehender having distinct characteristics -just like the 

distinction of [erroneousJ cognition in the case of hair 

[netsJ and so forth - then its having the characteristics of 

apprehended and apprehender is not to be objεcted to." 

[2.3. The internal divisions of the *Sa主yakaravadin and the 

* AlikakaravadinJ 

[84 b 4] [Here follows] the exposition of the divisions of the 

間indOnly [schooI]. 

Certain [philosophers] maintain that the diverse [images] 

are not different [from the cognition， and certain others 

stateJ that there exist as many [cognitionsJ as the number 

[of images， and others sayJ that the cognition and the 

image (mam pa， akara) are counterparts. (kOXI-3 ab) 

[84 b 4 ] The great Brahmana [Sa主karanandanaJ36) and the author 

of the Pramanavarttikα[ -bhasy] alankara ( = Praj会akaragupta)37) maintain: 

36) See supra n. 29. 

37) Prajnakaragupta's doctrinal position as an advocate of citradvaitavada can be seen. for 

example， in the following passages of his Fうr-amanavartti初 bhasya:-PVBh 286.4: . . . 

sakala-nilady-akara buddhir ekaiva citrakara /; - PVBh 287.22: citrabhasapi buddhir 

eたaiva... See Oki (1975)， Iwata (1991) 56 -64， 211-212， 246 -250， etc.; see also Oki 

(1973). 
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"[The cognition] which without the forms of the cognized

and the cognizer is thus set forth in the way it is seen, by

those who are in error C'khrul pa, bhrfinta), as bifurcating (bslad

pat viplava) into the forms of the apprehended and the

apprehender having distinct characteristics - just like the

distinction of [erroneous] cognition in the case of hair

[nets] and so forth - then its having the characteristics of

apprehended and apprehender is not to be objected to."

[2.3. The internal divisions of the *Satyakaravadin and the

*AlIkakaravadin]

[84 b 4] [Here follows] the exposition of the divisions of the

Mind Only [school].

Certain [philosophers] maintain that the diverse [images]

are not different [from the cognition, and certain others

state] that there exist as many [cognitions] as the number

[of images, and others say] that the cognition and the

image (mam pa, fikfira) are counterparts. (kOXI- 3 ab)

[84 b 4 ] The great BrahmaI)-a [Sailkaranandana] 36) and the author

of the Pramti:'!avarttika [-bha~y] illankara (= Prajfi<lkaragupta) 37) maintain :

36) See supra n. 29.

37) Prajfi<lkaragupta's doctrinal position as an advocate of citrtidvaitaviida can be seen, for

example, in the following passages of his Pramii"!G-viirttikabhti~ya:- PVBh 286.4: ...

sakala-nfltldy-akiirii buddhir ektiiva citrilkiirii /; - PVBh 287.22: citrilbhtisilpi buddhir

ektiiva ... See Oki (1975), Iwata (1991) 56-64,211-212,246-250, etc.; see also Oki

(1973).
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as the imagεs [which appear] as an object are [nothing butJ cogni-

tion， the images which appear as diverse [things] also have for their 

self-nature only one cognition.38
) The master Sakyabuddhi39

) and 

others state that as many cognitions exist as the number of the forms 

(rnam pa，設 ara)of atoms existing in visible matter， sound and the other 

[objectsJ. 40) Moreover [there are some whoJ maintain that the image 

and the cognition are counterpartsア) Thus there are three divisions 

of the * Satyakaravadins. 
There are two divisions of the * Alikakaravadins， [namely，J 

the “Impurity Possessing" (Dri bcas [paJ) and the “Spotless" 

(Dri med pa). (ピ XI-3 cd) 

38) This position is what is termed sNa tshogs gnis med pa (Citradvaita) in such later 

doxographical works as GTCM and CKGT. See supra n. 27. 

39) His dates were proposed as c. 660 -720 by Frauwallner (1961; 145 = 1982; 867)， c.650 

-700 by Miyasaka (1970 -1971; n 88). He is said to be a disciple of Devendrabuddhi， 

who is himself a direct disciple of Dharmakirti. While Devendrabuddhi wrote his 

commentary on the PV chapters Il-IV in continuation of Dharmakirti's own com-

mentary (the so-called svαvrtti) on chapter 1， Sakyabuddhi composed his text as a 

sub-commentary on these earlier explanations， covering a11 four chapters of the PV; 

cf. Steinkellner (1980) 283. His name was given as Sakyabuddhi in Frauwallner 

(1933; 238) = (1982; 485)， then as “Sakyamati (or 主計cyabuddhi)"in Frauwallner 

(1961; 145)エ(1982;867). Recent scholars use either the name Sakyamati (Gnoli [1960J， 

Steinkellner [1980J， Iwata 口981J， Inami [1990]. Iwata [1991])， or Sakyabuddhi 

(Stcherbatsky [1962J 1 39-45， Hakamaya [1976J 240--241， Matsumoto [1980--1981])， 

Most recently， while editing his Pramanavarttikatika according to a newly discovered 

Sanskrit manuscript， lnami (1991; 356 & 352 n.2) has decided on the name Sakya-

buddhi， based mainly on 1 0) Mvyut 3489， and 20
) his transcribed name in the 

Tshad ma rnamえeskyi brgyud pa of Bu ston (Tohoku 5170 [40J)， as indicated by 

Miyasaka (1971; 88， 50) = (1984; 376， 424)， The passage in the Tshad ma rnam 1Ies kyi 

brgyud pa of Bu ston is as follows : 0治 ahnamah Sa)りabu ddha ye hu仇/; cf. Tohoku 

5170 (40) = The Collected Works 01 Bu-ston， ed. Lokesh Chandra， Satapitaka 56， New 

Delhi， 1969， vol. 16 (Ma) ， 22.5 -6. In the forthcoming “Systematische Uberblick uber 

Pramana-Literatur，" also by Ernst Steinkellner "Sakyabuddhi (* Sakyamati)" is 

chosen. 1 owe this information to Helmut 五rasser. It seems， therefore. that Sakya-

buddhi is the correct form of his name. 

40) This position is what is termed gZun 'dzin grans mnam pa in such later doxographi-

cal works as GTCM and CKGT. See supra n. 27. 

41) This position is what is termed sGo白aphyed tshal pa in such later doxographical 

works as GTCM and CKGT. See supra n. 27. Concerning this position. see also 

Fukuda (1987) and Kobayashi (1988)， 
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as the images [which appear] as an object are [nothing but] cognI

tion, the images which appear as diverse [things] also have for their

self-nature only one cognition.38
) The master Sakyabuddhi39

) and

others state that as many cognitions exist as the number of the forms

(rnam pa, akara) of atoms existing in visible matter, sound and the other

[objectsJ. 40) Moreover [there are some who] maintain that the image

and the cognition are counterparts.41
) Thus there are three divisions

of the *Satyakaravadins.

There are two divisions of the *Allkakaravadins, [namely,]

the "Impurity Possessing" (Dri bcas [paJ) and the "Spotless"

(Dri med pa). (kO XI- 3 cd)

38) This position is what is termed sNa tshogs gfiis med pa (Citradvaita) in such later
doxographical works as GTCM and CKGT. See supra n. 27.

39) His dates were proposed as c. 660 - 720 by Frauwallner (1961; 145 = 1982; 867), c.650
- 700 by Miyasaka (1970 - 1971; IT 88), He is said to be a disciple of Devendrabuddhi,
who is himself a direct disciple of Dharmaklrti. While Devendrabuddhi wrote his
commentary on the PV chapters II -IV in continuation of Dharmaklrti's own com

mentary (the so-called svavrtti) on chapter I, Sakyabuddhi composed his text as a
sub-commentary on these earlier explanations, covering all four chapters of the PV;

d. Steinkellner (1980) 283. His name was given as Sakyabuddhi in Frauwallner
(1933; 238) = (1982; 485), then as "Sakyamati (or Sakyabuddhi)" in Frauwallner
(1961; 145) = (1982; 867). Recent scholars use either the name Sakyamati (Gnoli [1960J,
Steinkellner [1980J, Iwata [1981J, Inami [1990J, Iwata [1991]), or Sakyabuddhi
(Stcherbatsky [1962J I 39-45, Hakamaya [1976J 240--241, Matsumoto [1980--1981]),

Most recently, while editing his Prama1l;avarttikatfkli according to a newly discovered
Sanskrit manuscript, Inami (1991; 356 & 352 n.2) has decided on the name Sakya
buddhi, based mainly on 1 0) Mvyut 3489, and 2°) his transcribed name in the
Tshad ma rnam nes kyi brgyud pa of Bu ston (Tohoku 5170 [40J), as indicated by
Miyasaka (1971; 88, 50) = (1984; 376, 424), The passage in the Tshad ma rnam nes kyi

brgyud pa of Bu ston is as follows: om a"! nama'! Sa kya bu ddha ye hum / ; d. Tohoku
5170 (40) = The Collected Works of Bu-ston, ed. Lokesh Chandra, Satapi~aka 56, New

Delhi, 1969, vol. 16 (Ma), 22.5 - 6. In the forthcoming "Systematische Uberblick tiber
PramaJ}a-Literatur," also by Ernst Steinkellner "Sakyabuddhi (* Sakyamati)" is

chosen. lowe this information to Helmut Krasser. It seems, therefore, that Sakya
buddhi is the correct form of his name.

40) This position is what is termed gZun 'dzin grans mfiam pa in such later doxographi

cal works as GTCM and CKGT. See supra n. 27.
41) This position is what is termed sGo na phyed tshal pa in such later doxographical

works as GTCM and CKGT. See supra n. 27. Concerning this position, see also
Fukuda (1987) and Kobayashi (1988),
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[84 b 6 J Those who maintain， [as doJ the master Vinitadeva42
) 

and others， that false images exist [evenJ in the Buddha stage (sans 

培yaskyi sa， buddha-bhumi) are the “Impurity Possessing" (Dri bcas pa). Those 

who admit， [as doJ the master Dharmottara43
) and others， that they 

do not exist in the Buddha stage are the “Spotless" (Dri med pa). Thus 

there are two divisions.44
) 

[85 a 1 J Among them the * Satyakaravadin maintains that the 

42) dBus pa blo gsal gives no source in support of the idea that Vinitadeva Is an advocate 

of the Dri bcas pa branch of the rNam rdzun pa， but in the sTag ts初 ngrub mtha' ran 

主~rel of sTag tshan 10 tsa ba Ses rab rin chen (1405 -?)， the San詰nantarasiddhitikaof 

Vinitadeva is cited to show this. Cf. TTGTRG 71 b 2 -4 : rGyud gian grub par yan 

“bcom ldan 'das kyis don thams cad thugs su chud pa ni bsam gyis mi khyab ste /" 

(Santanantar.αsiddhi of Dharmakirti， in Bibliotheca Buddhica 19 (1916) 71-72 =P. 

[130J (5716) ce 404 b 1 ， Eng. tr. Kitagawa (1965) 429， Jap. tr. Katsura (1983) 114) zes 

gsuns la / de 'i 'grel byed slob dpon Dul ba lhas ni /初如mpar gZag pa 'jig rten lasぬs
pa'i 1ブ'eslas thob pa so sor rtog pa 'i ye ses kyis gian gyi sems mkhyen la ye ses gzan gyis 

ni ma yin no / / ye ses de ni gzun 'dzin dan bcas kyan / de nid kyis log pa nid du gzigs 

pa 'i phyir /" (see below Bibl. Buddhica 19 (1916) 73.4 -13) zes sogs ni Dt可・ bcas pa 

dan /. The same passage of the Santanantarasiddhitika is cited in the same context in 
GTCM na 74 a 1-2 and also in CKGT 212.20 -213.1 (Hakamaya (1976) 246)， even 

though ICan skya is rather sceptical concerning this division. To our surprise， 

however， in the bsTan 'gyur version of Vinitadeva's tika， there is a negative particle in 

the boldfaced passage; cf. Bibl. Buddhica 19 (1916) 73.4 -13 =P. [136J (5724) tshe 21 

a 1 -4 ，D. (4238) ze 50 b 4 -6 : . . . so sor rtog pa 'i ye ses 'j・igrten las 'das pa 'i ye ses kyi 

げ'eslas thob pa gzun ba daえゐ初 ρa'i rnam par rtog pa dan ldan pas / . . . de la gzun ba 

dan 'dzin par rJωm par rtog pa yod par khas blans pas phyin ci log pa ya元mayin te / de 
phyin ci mαlog pa nid du gzigs pa'i phyir ro //. Therefore， if the Tibetan attribution 

of Vinitadeva to the Dri bcas pa branch of the r珂amrdzun pa is based onl y on this 

passage， viz. on a misreading of it， this attribution is by the force of things 

completely doubtful. On the other hand， we cannot deny， nevertheless， the fact that 

the division of the rNam rdzun pa into two sub-schools， namely the Dag pa (=Dri 

med pa) and the Dri bcas pa， already existed in an Indian text， namely the 

Sarvayanalo初 visesa-bhasyaor Sarvayanalokakara-vaibhasyaーnamaof Subhutighosa 

(see supra n. 27)， even though no proper name was cited there. A more careful and 

systematic study should be done concerning this division. 

43) Above， in BSGT 84 a 3， Dharmottara's Pramanaviniscaya-tika was cited to show his 

position as an advocate of the rNam rdzun pa， but no precise source is shown in 

BSGT to indicate his position as a follower of the rNam rdz 
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[84 b 6] Those who maintain, [as do] the master VinItadeva42
)

and others, that false images exist [even] in the Buddha stage (sans

rgyas kyi sa, buddha-bhumi) are the "Impurity Possessing" (Dri beas pa). Those

who admit, [as do] the master Dharmottara43
) and others, that they

do not exist in the Buddha stage are the "Spotless" (Dri med pa). Thus

there are two divisions.44
)

[85 a 1] Among them the *Satyakaravadin maintains that the

42) dBus pa blo gsal gives no source in support of the idea that Vinitadeva is an advocate
of the Dri bcas pa branch of the rNam rdzun pa, but in the sTag tshan grub mtha' ran
'grel of sTag tshan 10 tsa ba Ses rab rin chen (1405 -?), the Santtlniintarasiddhiffkii of
Vinitadeva is cited to show this. Cf. TTGTRG 71 b 2 - 4 : rGyud gian grub par yan
"beom ldan 'das kyis don thams cad thugs su ehud pa ni bsam gyis mi khyab ste I"
(Santiiniintarasiddhi of Dharmakrrti, in Bibliotheea Buddhica 19 (1916) 71-72 =P.
[130J (5716) ee 404 b 1 , Eng. tr. Kitagawa (1965) 429, lap. tr. Katsura (1983) 114) zes
gsuns la I de'i 'grel byed slob dpon Dul ba lhas ni I "miiam par gZag pa 'jig nen las 'das
pa'i rjes las thob pa so sor nog pa'i ye ses kyis gian gyi sems mkhyen la ye ses gzan gyis
ni ma yin no II ye ses de ni gzun 'dzin dan beas kyan I de iiid kyis log pa iUd du gzigs
pa'i phyir I" (see below Bibl. Buddhiea 19 (1916) 73.4 - 13) zes sogs ni Dri beas pa
dan I. The same passage of the Santiiniintarasiddhiffkii is cited in the same context in
GTCM na 74 a 1 - 2 and also in CKGT 212.20 - 213.1 (Hakamaya (1976) 246), even
though lCan skya is rather sceptical concerning this division. To our surprise,
however, in the bsTan 'gyur version of Vinrtadeva's trka, there is a negative particle in
the boldfaced passage; d. Bibl. Buddhica 19 (1916) 73.4 - 13 =P. [136J (5724) tshe 21
a I - 4 ,D. (4238) ze 50 b 4 - 6 : ... so sor nog pa'i ye ses 'jig nen las 'das pa'i ye ses kyi
rjes las thob pa gzun ba dan 'dzin pa'i roam par nog pa dan ldan pas I . . . de la gzun ba
dan 'dzin par roam par nog pa yod par khas blans pas phyin ci log pa yan ma yin te I de
phyin ci ma log pa iiid du gzigs pa'i phyir ro I/. Therefore, if the Tibetan attribution

of Vinrtadeva to the Dri bcas pa branch of the rNam rdzun pa is based only on this
passage, viz. on a misreading of it, this attribution is by the force of things

completely doubtful. On the other hand, we cannot deny, nevertheless, the fact that
the division of the rNam rdzun pa into two sub-schools, namely the Dag pa (=Dri
med pa) and the Dri bcas pa, already existed in an Indian text, namely the

Sarvayiiniilokavise~a-bhii~yaor Sarvayiiniilokakara-vaibhii~ya-niimaof Subhtitigho~a

(see supra n. 27), even though no proper name was cited there. A more careful and
systematic study should be done concerning this division.

43) Above, in BSGT 84 a 3, Dharmottara's Pramii,,!aviniscaya-ffkii was cited to show his
position as an advocate of the rNam rdzun pa, but no precise source is shown in
BSGT to indicate his position as a follower of the rNam rdzun Dri rna med pa school.

44) As we have seen in supra n. 27, these two terms indicating the branches of the rNam
rdzun pa, viz. Dri bcas paand Dri rna med pa, are not purely inventions of Tibetan
authors; we can find approximately, though not precisely, the same terminology in
an Indian text, namely Subhtitigho~a(Rab'byor dbyans)'s Sarvayiiniilokavise~a-bhii~ya

or Sarvayiiniilokakara-vaibhii~ya-niima.His rNam rdzun dag pa correponds to the Dri
med pa of our text and his Dri rna dan bcas pa to the Dri bcas pa of our text.
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object-universal (don spyi， * samanyartha) ， the double moon (zla ba g溺s，dvican-

dra) and other [objects] are also the self-nature of the cognition (ses 

ρα'i dnos po). For as it is said in the Pramanavarttikα(ill kko 
9 c-10 c) : 

“[Objection:] If the universal (spyi， samanya) is the object as the 

self-nature of cognition， the absurd consequence will arise 

[that the universal is also the proper character (svalak~a~)J. 

[Answer:] There is no fault， because it is S045) accepted. 

For 46)-the universal (~ρ'yi， samanya) as the self-nature of the 

image47) is apprehended similarly in all [things]-46)，" 

and also [in PV m kO 
16 c-d] : 

“The [blue in a dream] is a cognition. because one per-

ceives by oneself what is not perceived by people who are 

in a suitable place [to perceive it] (run yul， yogya-desaka). A 

name and the other [factors]掛 are [also] explained by 

this [case J. " 

[85 a 2 ] The * Alikakaravadin maintains that the object， even 

though it does not exist [in reality]， [appears] by force of the habi-

tual persistence (goms pa， abhyasa) of the impregnations (bag chags， vasana) 

45) よe.，that the universal is also svαlaksana as the nature of cognition. 
46) Here translated from the Tibetan text. If we translate from the Sanskrit text :“there 

is the universal as the self-nature of the [externaI] object， because there is the 
universal [depending on the differentiation from other things (tad-vyavrtti-
samasrayat) ] in all [things]." 

47) rnamρa'i no bo nid kyi (akara-rupatvena) BSGT， don gyi no bo nid kyi (arthaー

rupatvena) PV.ヨothBSGT and PV have kyi ; we would like to read this as kyis. The 
reading rnam pa 'i of BSGT could be a wrong citation owing to a confusion of 
memory， but we have tried to translate according to the reading of BSGT. Cf. -
PVBh 191.20 arthasya bahyasya rupena samanata /; - PVV 104.8 -9 : artha 

T均 αtvenadhyavasちlamanaゴ取ya-ruρatvenasamanata. . . 
48) If a “name" existed， separate from the consciousness， in the external world， everyone 

who is near it would have heard it. "Miえsogs"(namadi) here means nama (name) 
and nimitta (charateristic). Dharmakirti argues here as a Sautrantika， who is nama-
nimitta-vadin， and denies the opinion of the Vaibhasika that the name exists in the 
external world. Cf. PVBh 194.21 -23: na hi Sautrantikasyeva nama-nimitt，α-vadinah 
sidhyati vyatirekah / manaskaradimatre1?a nãma-nimìtta-vi~ayâbhimatãyã buddher 

bhavat /. See Tosaki (1979) 49 -50，78 -79. 
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object-universal (don spyi, *siim£lnyartha) , the double moon (zla ba giiis, dvican

dra) and other [objects] are also the self-nature of the cognition (ses

pa'i drios po). For as it is said in the Pramiinaviirttika (ill kkO 9 c- 10 c) :

"[Objection:] If the universal (spyi, siimiinya) is the object as the

self-nature of cognition, the absurd consequence will arise

[that the universal is also the proper character (svalak~a1!Cl)J.

[Answer:] There is no fault, because it is S045) accepted.

For 46)-the universal (spyi, siim£lnya) as the self-nature of the

image47
) is apprehended similarly in all [things]-46),',

and also [in PV ill kO 16 c-d] :

"The [blue in a dream] IS a cognition, because one per

ceives by oneself what is not perceived by people who are

in a suitable place [to perceive it] (run yul, yogya-desaka). A

name and the other [factors] 48) are [also] explained by

this [case]."

[85 a 2 ] The *AlIkakaravadin maintains that the object, even

though it does not exist [in reality], [appears] by force of the habi-

tual persistence (goms pa, abhyasa) of the impregnations (bag chags, vasana)

45) I. e., that the universal is also svalak~a,,!a as the nature of cognition.
46) Here translated from the Tibetan text. If we translate from the Sanskrit text: "there

is the universal as the self-nature of the [external] object, because there is the
universal [depending on the differentiation from other things (tad-vyavrtti
samasrayat) ] in all [things]."

47) roam pa'i no bo i'tid kyi (iikiira-rapatvena) BSGT, don gyi no bo i'tid kyi (artha
rapatvena) PV. Both BSGT and PV have kyi; we would like to read this as kyis. The
reading roam pa'i of BSGT could be a wrong citation owing to a confusion of
memory, but we have tried to translate according to the reading of BSGT. Cf. 
PVBh 191.20: arthasya biihyasya rape"!a samiinatii /; - PVV 104.8 - 9 : artha
rapatventidhyavasfyamiina-jfieya-rapatvena sam£lnatii . ..

48) If a "name" existed, separate from the consciousness, in the external world, everyone
who is near it would have heard it. "Miti sogs" (niimadi) here means nama (name)
and nimitta (charateristic). Dharmaklrti argues here as a Sautrantika, who is nama
nimitta-vadin, and denies the opinion of the Vaibha~ika that the name exists in the
external world. Cf. PVBh 194.21 - 23: na hi Sautriintikasyeva nama-nimitta-viidinah;
sidhyati vyatirekah; / manaskiiriidimiitre"!a nama-nimitta-vi~ayiibhimatiiyii buddher
bhiiviit /. See Tosaki (1979) 49 - 50, 78 -79.
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of ignorance. As is said in the Pramanaviniscaya (1 ピ39ab=PV霊 k
0

330

Cd)49) 

“[The cognition] does not have the forms of the cognized 

and the cognizer. just like the distinction of [erroneous] 

cognition in the case of [illusory] hair [nets] and so 

forth." 

[ 3. The five categories (gzi lria. panca-vas初)]

[3.1. M副総r(gzugs， rapα)J 

[85 a 4 ] Among the five categories (gZi lila， panca-vastu) which are 

knowables， [here follows] an explanation of the category “matter" 

匂'Zugskyi g説 *r均 α-vastu).

Appearance as matter [by virtue] of the habitual persis-

tence (goms pa， abhyasa) of impregnations (bag chags， vasana) is 

the category “matter." [According to the * Satyakaravadin] 

it is the self-nature (diws po) [of the cognition]， and [ac-

cording to the * Alikakaravadin] it is superimposed (btags pa， 

samaropa) [by cognition]. (kO XI-4 ab) 

[85 a 4 ] The mind (sems， citta) and the mental factors (sems las by凶

ba， caitta)， appearing as matter by virtue of the impregnation， are the 

category “matter." It is the self-nature of the cognition なespa 'i dnos po) 

according to the * Satyakaravadin CrNam bden pa)， and it is superim-

posed (sgro btagsμ， samaropa) by cognition according to the * Alikaka-
ravadin (rNam rdzun pa). 

49) This verse has already been cited above in BSGT 84 b 2 -3 . 
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of ignorance. As is said in the Prama1'faviniscaya (I k039 ab=PV ill k0330

cd) 49) :

"[The cognition] does not have the forms of the cognized

and the cognizer, just like the distinction of [erroneous]

cognition in the case of [illusory] hair [nets] and so

forth."

[ 3. The five categories (gii lria. paiica-vastu)]

[3.1. Matter (gzugs, riipa) ]

[85 a 4 ] Among the five categories (gZi lila, paiica-vastu) which are

knowables, [here follows] an explanation of the category "matter"

(gzugs kyi [Iii, *ritpa-vastu) •

Appearance as matter [by virtue] of the habitual persis-

tence (goms pa, abhyasa) of impregnations (bag chags, vasana) is

the category "matter." [According to the *Satyakaravadin]

it is the self-nature (dnos po) [of the cognition], and [ac

cording to the *AUkakaravadin] it is superimposed (btags pa,

samiiropa) [by cognition]. (kO XI- 4 ab)

[85 a 4 ] The mind (sems, citta) and the mental factors (sems las byun

ba, caitta), appearing as matter by virtue of the impregnation, are the

category "matter." It is the self-nature of the cognition (ses pa'i dnos po)

according to the *Satyakaravadin CrNam bden pa), and it is superim

posed (sgro btags pa, samiiropa) by cognition according to the *AUkaka
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49) This verse has already been cited above in BSGT 84 b 2 - 3 .
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[85 a 5] According to both [systems. the * Satyakaravadin and 

the * Alikakaravadin. the following is commonly accepted:J the four 

gross elements ('byu1I ba chenρ0， mahabhuta)-the element earth (sa 'i khams， 

伊 hivi-dhatu)and the rest-which are causal matter (rg)叫 gzugs)， are the 

appearance of solidness (sra ba， khara) and the rest. In resultant matter 

('bras bu'i gzugs) produced from the gross elements ('byu1I ba las gyur pa， 

bhauti初)， the five sense-faculties (dba1I po， indriya) such as the eye are 

supports (rten， aSraya) of cognition (mam par ses pa， vijnana)， are material 

協 ugscan， rupin) and subtle (daえ ba，prasada)， 50) and are the object of the 

mental [consciousnessJ (yid kyi yul， mano-go印刷 theappearance of five 

objects such as visible matter and the others 包"Zugsla sogs pa yul lnar51) sna1I 

ba) are the objects of the cognitions of the visual and other faculties. 

N on-information (mam par rig byed ma yin pa， avむinapti)is invisible (bstan du med， 

anidarsana) and non-resistant (thogs pa med pa， apratig初)， is an act conse-

quent to will (bsam52) pa'i las， cetayitva初 m昭 n)，is born from a cause which 

is information (mam par rig byed， vij伽 :pti)or contemplation (ti1I 1Ie 'dzin， samadhi)， 

is a good or bad [actJ 53) comprised in discipline (sdom pa， sa1!lvara) or non-

discipline (sdomρα ma ).初 pa，asmpmm)orwhat is neutral (baT ma，madhyG).54) 

All these do not exist separately from the mind and the mental fac-

tors. 

50) Cf. AKBh 24.4: rupa-prasada / gzugs da1I ba [(τib.) P. 46 b 5工
51) The original reading of BSGT: snar should be corrected to 1えar.
52) The reading bsam should normaUy be bsams; cf. AK Index by Hirakawa (1978) 310. 

But the reading bsam exists also as a variant; cf. Af王Bh(Tib.) P. 190 a 7 ， 191 b 3， etc. 
53) Cf. AKBh 8.9 Cad AK 1 ピ11): samasatas tu vijnapti-samadhi-sambhutam kusala-

kusala-rupam avij危aptih// (Tib.) P.33 b 3 -4 : mdor na mam par rig byed da1I ti1I 1Ie 

'dzin las byu1I ba 'i gzugs dge ba da1I mi dge ba ni mam par rig byed ma yin pa '0 / /.屠

54) Cf. -AK N ピ13ab: avij:如 ptistridha jneya samvarasamvaretara / (Tib.) n昭 mrig min 
門限mgsum zes byα/ sdom da1I sdomρa min da1I gzan //; -AKBh 210.20: . . . sa1!l-

varasamvara-madhya-stha . . . / (Tib.) P. 207 a 1 : . . . sdom pa da1I sdom pa ma yin pa 

da1I bar ma la gnas pa. . 
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[85 a 5] According to both [systems. the *Satyakaravadin and

the *Alikakaravadin. the following is commonly accepted:] the four

gross elements ('byun ba chen po, mahiibhuta)-the element earth (sa'i khams,

Prthivi-dhiitu) and the rest-which are causal matter (rgyu'i gzugs), are the

appearance of solidness (sra ba, khara) and the rest. In resultant matter

('bras bu'i gzugs) produced from the gross elements ('byuti ba las gyur pa,

bhautika), the five sense-faculties (dban po, indriya) such as the eye are

supports (rten, aSraya) of cognition (mam par ses pa, vijiitina), are material

(gzugs can, rilpin) and subtle (dan ba, prasada), 50) and are the object of the

mental [consciousness] (yid kyi yul, mano-gocara) ; the appearance of five

objects such as visible matter and the others (gzugs la sogs pa yullnar51
) snan

ba) are the objects of the cognitions of the visual and other faculties.

Non-information (roam par rig byed ma yin pa, avijnapti) is invisible (bstan du med,

anidarsana) and non-resistant (thogs pa med pa, apratigha), is an act conse

quent to will (bsam52
) pa'i las, cetayitva karman), is born from a cause which

is information (roam par rig byed, vijnapti) or contemplation (tin tie 'dzin, samtidhi),

is a good or bad [act] 53) comprised in discipline (sdom pa, sa1!lvara) or non-

discipline (sdom pa ma yin pa, asa1!lvara) or what is neutral (bar ma, madhya). 54)

All these do not exist separately from the mind and the mental fac-

tors.

50) Cf. AKBh 24.4 : rilpa-prasada I gzugs dan ba [(Tib.) P. 46 b 5 J.
51) The original reading of BSGT: snar should be corrected to lnar.

52) The reading bsam should normally be bsams; d. AK Index by Hirakawa (1978) 310.

But the reading bsam exists also as a variant; ct. AKBh (Tib.) P. 190 a 7 , 191 b 3, etc.

53) Cf. AKBh 8.9 Cad AK I kO 11) : samtisatas tu vijnapti-samtidhi-sa1!lbhuta1!l kusala

kusala-rilpam avijnaptih; II (Tib.) P.33 b 3 - 4 : mdor na mam par rig byed dan tin ne

'dzin las byun ba'i gzugs dge ba dan mi dge ba ni mam par rig byed ma yin pa '0 I/.
54) Cf. - AK N kO 13 ab: avijflaptis tridhii jneyii san:warasa"!lvaretarii I (Tib.) roam rig min

roam gsum ies bya I sdom dan sdom pa min dan gian II; - AKBh 210.20: ., . sa1!l
varasa"!lvara-madhya-sthii ... I (Tib.) P. 207 a 1 : ... sdom pa dan sdom pa ma yin pa
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[3.2. Mind (sems， citta) : The number of types of consciousness which 

certain philosophers maintain] 

[85 b 1 J Explaining the category “mind" (sems kyi gii. * citta-vastu) : 

The positions [are] three: [certain philosophersJ maintain 

the mind to be eight groups of consciousness， [certain 

others] to be six [groups] and [others] to be one. 

(kO XI-4 cd) 

[The copulative verb] “are" is to be understood [as completing the 

meaning of this verseJ. The mind grasps the object in its general 

aspect.55
) There are three opinions regarding that mind: that it con-

sists of eight groups of consciousness， that it is six [groups]， and 

that it is one. 

[3.2.1. Those who maintain eight groups of consciousness] 

[85 b 3] Among these [three positions]， the master Arya-Asaflga， 

the master Vasubandhu and other [philosophersJ maintain eight 

groups of consciousness. For they maintain as it is said in the 

Lankavatara [-sutra] (X k
O 

102) : 

“The mind is the receptacle-consciousness (kun gii'i rnam ses， 

alaya-vijnana). The 官tiind'(yid. manas) is self-conceiving (riar sems， 

55) Cf. - MAn VBh ad MAn V 1 k
O 
8 : tatrartha-drstir vijnanam tad-visese tu caitasah / / 

(1 kO 8) tatrartha-matre drstir vijnanam / artha一visesedrstis caiぉsavedanadayah / 

(Tib.) Yamaguchi (1966 a) 9.3 -6 : de la don mtho1I rnam ρar ses / / de yi khyad par 

sems las b戸l1I/ / (1 k
O 
8) zes bya ba '0 / / don tsam mtho1I ba ni mam par ses ρa'o// 

don gyi khyadρar mtho元bani sems las byu1I ba mαms te tshor ba la sogs pa '0 / / ; -

TBh 15.18 -19: cittam vαstu-matra-grahakam jnanam / (Tib.) P. 368 b 8 : sems ni d1Ios 

po tsam 'dzin pa'i ses pa yin la /. See a1so the reference to many other sources in 

玄ajiyama(1966) 47 = (1989) 234 n. 98. 
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[3.2. Mind (sems, citta) : The number of types of consciousness which

certain philosophers maintain]

[85 b 1] Explaining the category "mind" (sems kyi gii, *citta-vastu) :

The positions [are] three: [certain philosophers] maintain

the mind to be eight groups of consciousness, [certain

others] to be six [groups] and [others] to be one.

(kO XI- 4 cd)

[The copulative verb] "are" is to be understood [as completing the

meaning of this verseJ. The mind grasps the object in its general

aspect.55
) There are three opinions regarding that mind: that it con

sists of eight groups of consciousness, that it is six [groups], and

that it is one.

[3.2.1. Those who maintain eight groups of consciousness]

[85 b 3] Among these [three positions], the master .Arya-Asaflga,

the master Vasubandhu and other [philosophers] maintain eight

groups of consciousness. For they maintain as it is said in the

Lankiivatiira [-szUra] (X kO 102) :

"The mind is the receptacle-consciousness (kun gii'i roam ses,

iilaya-vijiiiina). The 'Mind' (Yid, manas) is self-eonceiving (nar sems,

55) Cf. - MAnVBh ad MAnV I kO 8 : tatrilrtha-d:r~!ir vijfiiinarrz tad-vise~e tu caitasiif! / /

(I kO 8) tatrilrtha-miitre dr~tir vijiiiina~ / artha-vise~e dr~!is caitasii vedanildayaf! /
(Tib.) Yamaguchi (1966 a) 9.3 -- 6 : de la don mthon roam par ses / / de yi khyad par

sems las byun / / (I kO 8) ies bya ba'o / / don tsam mthon ba ni mam par ses pa '0 / /

don gyi khyad par mthon ba ni sems las byun ba mams te tshor ba La sogs pa'o / / ; 

TBh 15.18 -- 19: cittarrz vastu-miitra-griihaka~ jfiiinam / (Tib.) P. 368 b 8 : sems ni dnos

po tsam 'dzin pa'i ses pa yin la /. See also the reference to many other sources in

Kajiyama (1966) 47 = (1989) 234 n. 98.
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manyanat抑制 56) What grasps objects is said to be the cogni-

tion (rnam par ses， vijnana)， " 

and because it is said a1so in the Trimsika (kkO 

1-2 ab， cf. BSCT 84 a 6) : 

“This transformation is threefo1d: the maturation (mam par 

smin， viPaka， viz. alayavijnana)， what is ca11ed self-conceiving (nar 

sems， mananakhya， 56) 似• kli子科manas)and the representation of ob-

jects (yulla mamρar rig pa， vi?ayasya v併 aptir，viz. sixρraザttivijnana)." 

[3.2.1. a. Receptacle-consciousness (kun gzi'i rnam par ses pa， alayα 

vijnana)5勺

The maturation (mam smin， vipa初 ，viz. alayavijnana) contains a11 

the latent seeds (sa bon， bija). It is associated with the five 

[mental factors]， namely， cognitive contact (reg， sparsa) and 

the [four] others. (ピ XI-5 ab) 

[85 b 5 ] Among these [eight forms of consciousness]， the matu-

ration (rnam par sminρa， vipaka) is the receptac1e-consciousness (kun gZi'i rnam 

par ses pa， alayavijnana). It is not impeded [by “Defilements"] (ma bsgribs， 

aniv:ta)， is neutra1 Cluri du ma bstanμ，αvy続出)， and is the support (rten， sthana)58) 

of a11 the 1atent seeds of the wh01e round of existences and deliverance 

56) Cf. - MAnVBh 48.12 (ad MAnV藍ピ22): . . . tatra mano yan nityam manyanakaram / 

(Tib.) Yamaguchi (1966 a) 68.5 -6 : de la yid ni gari付agtu rlom sems pa ni (sic， read 

ραわ mampa'o //; -MAnVBh cited in MAVT 162.13: tatra mano yan nity仰 n

mαnαnaたaramiti / (Tib.) P. [109J (5534) tshi 103 a 3 -4 : de la yid ni gjαゑrtagtu rlom 

sems pa 'i mam ρa '0 zes bya ba la /. 

57) Concerning this subject， see the recently published， very detailed study by Lambert 

Schmithausen: Alayavijnana. On the Origin and the Early Develoρment 01 a Central 

Concept 01 Yogacara Philosophy， 2 vols， Part 1: Text， Part n : Notes， Bibliography and 

Indices， Tokyo， the International Institute for Buddhist Studies， 1987. 

58) Cf. TrsBh 18.23 -24: tatra sarva-s似たlesi初 -dharma-bija-sthanatvadalayah / alayah 

sthanam iti paryayau / (Tib.) P. [113J (5565) si 174 a 5 -6 ; D. (4064) si 149 b 6 : de 

kun nasえonmoris ρa 'i chos thams cad kyi sa bon gyiほyisP.) gnas yin pasたungZi ste / 

kun gii dari rten zes bya ba ni rnam graお sugtogsρ'a'oメ/且

25 

manyantitmaka).56) What grasps objects is said to be the cogni-

tion (mam par ses, vijiitina), "

and because it is said also in the Trimsikti (kkO 1- 2 ab, d. BSCT 84 a 6) :

"This transformation is threefold: the maturation (mam par

smin, vipaka, viz. alayavijfulna), what is called self-conceiving (nar

sems, mananakhya,56) viz. kli~~amanas) and the representation of ob-

jects (yul la mam par rig pa, vi?ayasya vijnaptir, viz. six pravrttivijnana). "

[3.2.1. a. Receptacle-consciollsness (kun gzi'i roam par ses pa, iilaya-

The maturation (mam smin, vipaka, viz. alayavijnana) contains all

the latent seeds (sa bon, bija). It is associated with the five

[mental factors], namely, cognitive contact (reg, sparsa) and

the [four] others. (kO XI- 5 ab)

[85 b 5 ] Among these [eight forms of consciousness], the matu-

ration (mam par smin pa, vipaka) is the receptacle-consciousness (kun gzi'i rnam

par ses pa, alayavijnana). It is not impeded [by "Defilements"] (ma bsgribs,

anivrta), is neutral Clun du ma bstan pa, avyakrta), and is the support erten, sthiina)58)

of all the latent seeds of the whole round of existences and deliverance

56) Cf. - MAnVBh 48.12 (ad MAnV ill k022) : ... tatra mano yan nitya1!l manyanakara1!l I
(Tib.) Yamaguchi (1966 a) 68.5 - 6 : de la yid ni gan rtag tu rlom sems pa ni (sic, read
pa'i) mam pa'o II; -MAnVBh cited in MAVT 162.13: tatra mano yan nitya1!l
mananaktiram iti I (Tib.) P. [109J (5534) tshi 103 a 3 - 4 : de la yid ni gan rtag tu rlom
sems pa'i mam pa '0 zes bya ba la /.

57) Concerning this subject, see the recently published, very detailed study by Lambert
Schmithausen: Alayavijnana, On the Origin and the Early Development of a Central
Concept of Yogacara Philosophy, 2 vols, Part I: Text, Part IT : Notes, Bibliography and
Indices, Tokyo, the International Institute for Buddhist Studies, 1987.

58) Cf. TrsBh 18.23 - 24: tatra sarva-sa1!lklesika-dharma-bija-sthanatvad alaya!? I alaya!?
sthiinam iti paryayau I (Tib.) P. [113J (5565) si 174 a 5 - 6 ; D. (4064) si 149 b 6 : de
kun nas non mons pa'i chos thams cad kyi sa bon gyi (gyis P.) gnas yin pas kun gzi ste I
kun gii dan rten zes bya ba ni mam grans su gtogs pa'o I/.
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〔妨or'das， * sa'f!lsara-nirv勾a). The aspect of maturation of the reεeptacle-

consciousness is so named because， by virtue of the impregnations of 

the previous good or bad acts， it is projected in this life as the mind of 

[beings w ho are in] u pper realms (mtho ris， sva培 α)and bad realms (1Ian 

'gro， durgati). The aspect of [latentJ seeds is so namedるecausein it (均.

alayavijOOna) there exist good or other impregnations from beginningless 

time (thog ma med pa， anadi). 

[86 a 1 J It is said in the same [treatise， the Trimsika kO 2 cd and 

k
O 

4 bJ : 

And also， 

“Among these [three transformations]， the maturation is 

the receptacle-consciousness59
) and it contains all the latent 

seeds." 

“It is not impedeせ [by“Defilements"J (ma bsgribs， anivrta) and 

is neutral (lu1I ma bstan， avyakrta). " 

[86 a 1 ]羽oreover，so long as the receptacle-consciousness exists， 

it is associated with the five universal [mental factors] (kun tu旨roba， 

sarvalra-ga)， namely， cognitive contact (reg pa， sparsa)， attention (yid laめ，ed

pa， manaskara)， sensation (tsh俳 句.， vedana)， notion ('du ses， sa'f!lj必)and voli-

tion (sems pa， cetana入 50long as the round of existence ('khor ba， sa'f!lsara) 

[contin註es]，cause and effect arise without interval. When one ob-

tains the knowledge of the destruction [of “Defilemen ts"J (zadρa ses pa， 

k~aya-jOOna) and the knowledge of the non-production [of future“De-

filements"] (mi skye ba ses pa. anzゆ ad何 'OOna)， the Badness (gnas 1Ian len， dau手-

fhulya) is totally eliminated: the [receptacle-consciousness] therefore 

has come to an end (ldog pa. vyav付ta)

59) Skt.:“the consciousness called receptac1e. . ." 

('khor 'das, *sa~siira-nirviif!O-). The aspect of maturation of the receptacle

consciousness is so named because, by virtue of the impregnations of

the previous good or bad acts, it is projected in this life as the mind of

[beings who are in] upper realms (mtho ris, svarga) and bad realms (nan

'gro, durgati). The aspect of [latent] seeds is so named because in it (viz.

iilayavijiiiina) there exist good or other impregnations from beginningless

time (thog ma med pa, aniidi).

[86 a 1] It is said in the same [treatise, the Tri"}sikii kO 2 cd and

kO 4 b] :

"Among these [three transformations], the maturation is

the receptacle-consciousness59
) and it contains all the latent

seeds."

And also,

"It is not impeded [by "Defilements"] (ma bsgribs, anivrta) and

is neutral Clun ma bstan, avyiikrta). "

[86 a 1] Moreover, so long as the receptacle-consciousness exists,

it is associated with the five universal [mental factors] (kun tu 'gro ba,

sarvalra-ga) , namely, cognitive contact (reg pa, sparsa), attention (yid La byed

pa, manaskiira), sensation (tshor ba, vedanii) , notion ('du ses, sa~jiiii) and voli

tion (sems pa, cetanii). So long as the round of existence ('khor ba, sa~siira)

[continues], cause and effect arise without interval. When one ob

tains the knowledge of the destruction [of "Defilements"] (zad pa ses pa,

k~aya-jiiiina) and the knowledge of the non-production [of future "De

filements"] (mi skye ba ses pa, anutpiida-jiiiina), the Badness (gnas nan len, dau~

fhulya) is totally eliminated: the [receptacle-consciousness] therefore

has come to an end (ldog pa, vyiivrtta ).

59) Skt. : "the consciousness called receptacle .. ."
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[86 a 3] It is also said in the same [treatise， the Trimsika (kO 

3 cd 

and kO 4 c2
-5 a (Skt.) = kO 4d-5a (Tib.))] : 

“[The receptacle-consciousness is] always associated with 

cognitive contact， attention， sensation， notion and volition." 

“It continues (切lun'bぬ vartatesrotasa) as a stream (chu bo， ogha) 

and it stops at the level of an Arhat." 

[86 a 3 ] We know that the [receptacle-consciousness] exists ac-

cording to the proclamation in the Samdhinirmocana [-sutra] : 

“The appropriation-consciousness (lenρa'i n沼 mpar ses pa， adana 

jnana)，60) profound and subt1e， continues with all latent seeds 

like a stream. 1 did not teach it to ordinary people (byisμ， 

bala) ， lest they might take it for a Self." 

[3.2.1. b. The ‘Defiled Mind' (元onmo1Is can gyi yid， kli字句mαnas)]

Self-conceiving is the ‘Defiled Mind'ゆonmo1Is can gyi yid， kli~~a

manas)， and it is different from the former (viz. alayavijnana) 

and the latter Cviz. pravrttivijnana). (kO XI-5 cd) 

[86 a 5 ] Self-conceiving is the 'Defiled Mind.' It arises from the 

receptacle-consciousness and takes this [receptacle-consciousnessJ as 

object [in the form ofJ a Self (1Ia， aham) and what belongs to a Self C初

yi， mama). 1t is said in the Trimsika (kO 
5 b-d) : 

“Based on it (viz. alayavijnana)， there arises the consciousness 

named ‘Mind' (yid， manas) which takes it (viz. alaya-vij必 na) as 

60) The two reasons why this consciousness is called adana-vij必 naare explained， for 

example， in the Mahayanasamgraha 1. 5; see Lamotte (1973) 1 4 -5 ; n 14 -15， 

討agao(1982) 85 -86; (1) dba1I po gzugs can thαms cad kyi培yuyin pa dαえ/(2) lus 

thams cad ne bar len ρa 'i gnas su gyur pa 'i phyir te / [reconstruction into Skt. in Nagao 

(1982) 11: C 1) sarva-1均初driyopadanatvenα，(2) sarvatmabhavopadanasrayatvena caJ. 

[86 a 3] It is also said in the same [treatise, the Trimsikti (kG 3 cd

and kG 4 c2
- 5 a (Skt.) = kG 4d-5a(Tib.))] :

"[The receptacle-consciousness is] always associated with

cognitive contact, attention, sensation, notion and volition."

"It continues (rgyun 'bab, vartate srotasti) as a stream (chu bo, ogha)

and it stops at the level of an Arhat."

[86 a 3 ] We know that the [receptacle-eonsciousness] exists ac

cording to the proclamation in the Samdhinirmocana [-szUra] :

"The appropriation-eonsciousness (len pa'i rnam par ses pa, tidtina-

jiitina),60) profound and subtle, continues with all latent seeds

like a stream. I did not teach it to ordinary people (byis pa,

btila) , lest they might take it for a Self."

[3.2.1. b. The 'Defiled Mind' (non mons can gyi yid, kli~~amanas)]

Self-eonceiving is the 'Defiled Mind' (fion mons can gyi yid, kli~~a

manas) , and it is different from the former (viz. tilayavijfitina)

and the latter (viz. prav:ttivijiitina). (kG XI- 5 cd)

[86 a 5 ] Self-conceiving is the 'Defiled Mind.' It arises from the

receptacle-consciousness and takes this [receptacle-consciousness] as

object [in the form of] a Self (na, aham) and what belongs to a Self (na

yi, mama). It is said in the Trimsikti (kG 5 b-d) :

"Based on it (viz. tilayavijfitina), there arises the consciousness

named 'Mind' (Yid, manas) which takes it (viz. tilaya-vijfitina) as

60) The two reasons why this consciousness is called tidana-vijiitina are explained, for

example, in the Mahtiytinasarrzgraha I. 5; see Lamotte (1973) I 4 - 5 ; n 14 - 15,

Nagao (1982) 85 - 86; (1) dban po gzugs can thams cad kyi rgyu yin pa dan / (2) Ius

thams cad fie bar len pa'i gnas su gyur pa'i phyir te / [reconstruction into Skt. in Nagao

(1982) 11: ( 1) sarva-rUp'indriyoptidtinatvena, (2) sarvatmabhtivoptidtinasrayatvena caJ.
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object and which is self-conceiving，" 

[86 a 5] The ['Mind'] is different from the former (viz. alaya-

vijnana) and the latter citta (viz. pravrttivijnana). As the master Sthiramati 

explains:“By the [third line of the verse Trs k
O 

5] '，.， named‘Mind' 

which takes it as object/ [the author， Vasuちandhu] distinguishes 

[the官Aind'] from the receptacle-consciousness and the active cogni-

tion ('jug pa'i 11招 mparおspa， pravrttivijnana入"

[The ‘Defiled Mind'] is neutra16U and is accompanied by the 

four “Defilements" (ヵonmoris， klesa). (kO XI 5 d2
-6 a) 

[86 b 1] The ['Defiled Mind'] is always impeded and neutral 

(bsgribs la luri du ma bstan pa，仰鵠似た仰).61) It is always accompanied by the 

four'‘Defilements，" namely， having in regard to the [five] aggregates 

which are the basis of clinging to existence (御 barlen pa'i phuri po， upadana-

s初 u1ha)the [wrong] view of a Self (bdag tu 均九 atmaのが， the delusion 

of a Self (bdag tu nno1Is pa， atmamoha)， the conceit of a Self (bdag tu泌物alba， 

atmamana) and attachment to a Self (bdag tu chags pa， atmasne加). In the same 

way it is associated with the five universal [mental factors] (kun tu旨ro

ba， sarvatra-ga)， namely， cognitive contact (reg pa， spαrsa) ， attentionくyidla 

byed pa， manas一kara)， sensation (tshor ba， vedana) ， notion (ヨuses， samjna) and 

volition (sems pa， cetana). Moreover， concerning these [“Defilements" and 

mental factors， the ‘Defiled Mind' is associated] with those [of the 

plane and the stage] where [the being (sems caπρrã~in)62)] is born， but 

not with those of the other planes (khams， dhatu) and stages (sa， bhumi). It 

is also said in the Trimsika (kO 

6 -7 abワ:

61) In Trs kko 6 -7 (cf. Mimaki (1982) n. 324)， "nivrtavyak吋a"is an adjective modify-
ing “klesa." dBus pa blo gsal seems to take it to modify "klista-manas，" which is not 
impossible. Cf. TrsT 474.41 : nivrtavyakr抱 mhi klistam manah /. 

62) Cf. TrsT 475.34 -36: yasmin dha抱uyasyam va bhumau jato bhavati prani tad (-) 
dhatukais tad-bhumiお ireva satkayadrsty-adibhis tat samprayujyate， . . .; (Tib.) 75.1 
2 : kl沼 msga1I dari sa gari du srog chags skyes par gyur pa 'i khams de pa dari / sa de pa 
nid kyi均 tshogsla l抱 bala sogs pa dari (P. om. dari) de mぉhu1Isρarldan te /. . . 

object and which is self-conceiving:'

[86 a 5] The ['Mind'] is different from the former (viz. alaya-

vijiiana) and the latter citta (viz. pravrttivijiiiina). As the master Sthiramati

explains: "By the [third line of the verse Trs kO 5] '... named 'Mind'

which takes it as object/ [the author, Vasubandhu] distinguishes

[the 'Mind'] from the receptacle-eonsciousness and the active cogni-

tion ('jug pa'i rnam par ses pa, pravrttivijiiana). "

[The 'Defiled Mind'] is neutral6U and is accompanied by the

four "Defilements" (fion mons, klesa).

[86 b 1] The ['Defiled Mind'] is always impeded and neutral

(bsgribs la lun du ma bstan pa, nivrtavyiikrta). 61) It is always accompanied by the

four "Defilements," namely, having in regard to the [five] aggregates

which are the basis of clinging to existence (fie bar len pa'i phun po, upadana

skandha) the [wrong] view of a Self (bdag tu Ita ba, iitmadr~fi), the delusion

of a Self (bdag tu rmons pa, iitmamoha), the conceit of a Self (bdag tu ria rgyal ba,

iitmamana) and attachment to a Self (bdag tu chags pa, iitmasneha). In the same

way it is associated with the five universal [mental factors] (kun tu 'gro

ba, sarvatra-ga), namely, cognitive contact (reg pa, sparsa), attention (yid la

byed pa, manas-kara) , sensation (tshor ba, vedanii) , notion ('du ses, sa11}jfiii) and

volition (sems pa, cetanii). Moreover, concerning these ["Defilements" and

mental factors, the 'Defiled Mind' is associated] with those [of the

plane and the stage] where [the being (sems can, pra~in)62)] is born, but

not with those of the other planes (khams, dhiitu) and stages (sa, bhumi). It

is also said in the Trimsikti (kO 6 - 7 ab l
) :

61) In Trs kko 6 -7 (cf. Mimaki (1982) n. 324), "nivrtavyakrta" is an adjective modify
ing "klesa." dBus pa blo gsal seems to take it to modify ukli~fa-manas,"which is not
impossible. Cf. TrsT 474.41 : nivrtavyakrtam hi klistam manah /.

62) Cf. TrsT 475.34 - 36: yasmin dhiitau 'yasyam va· bhumau jato bhavati pranf tad (-)
dhiitukais tad-bhumikair eva satkayadr~fY-iidibhis tat samprayujyate, ... ; (Tib.) 75.1
2 : khams gan dan sa gan du srog chags skyes par gyur pa 'i khams de pa dan / sa de pa
fiid kyi 'jig tshogs la Ita ba la sogs pa dan (P. am. dan) de mtshuns par ldan te / ...
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“It is always associated with the four “Defilements" which 

are impeded and neutral (bsgribs la lun du ma bstan pa， nivrtavyakrta) ; 

“Defilements" called the [wrongJ view of a Self， the 

delusion of a Self， the conceit of a Self and attachment to a 

Self ;“Defilements" which belong to the [plane and the 

stageJ where [theちeing(sems can， pn匂仇)62)Jis born. It (the 

‘Defiled Mind') is also [accompanied by the mental factors] 

such as cognitive contact." 

[The ‘Defiled Mind'] does not exist in the three [states] of 

the Arhat and so forth. (kO XI-6 b) 

[86 b 4 J The ‘Defiled Mind' does not exist in the Arhat， because 

he has eliminated all “Defilements." In the same way， it does not exist 

eithεr in the attainment of cessation ('gog pa'i s元omspar 'jug pa， nirodha-sama 

patti) or on the Path surpassing the world (均 rtenlas 'das pa 'i lam， lokottara 

marga). For [in the attainment of cessationJ it is stopped by virtue of 

the Path， and [on the Path surpassing the worldJ the seeing of non-

substantiality (bdag med pa mthon ba， nairatmyadarsana) is the antidote ほおnpo， 

pratipak~a) to the [ wrong] view of a Selt， etc. (bdag la sogs par63) l抱 ba，atma-

darsana). As it is said in the same [treatise， the Trimsika kO 7 b2-d] : 

“The ['Defiled Mind'J does not exist for the Arhat. It exists 

neither in the attainment of cessation nor on the Path sur-

passing the world." 

63) The meaning of “la sogs par" is not clear. These words do not exist in the Sanskrit 

text， but do exist already in the bsTan 'gyur version of Tibetan text ; this is， therefore， 

not an invention of our author， dBus pa blo gsal. Cf.τrsBh 24.20 -21 (ad Trs k
O 
7 ) : 

nairatmya-darsanasyatma-darsana-pratipaksatvan na lokottara-mal群 ρravartitum
utsahe(ta) /; (Tib.) P. 179 b 8 -180 a 1 ; D. 154 a 5 -6 : bdag med par mthon ba ni bdag 

la sogs par lta ba 'i g免許zpo yin pas 'jig rten las 'das pa'i lam na de (P. lam de) 'byun 

bar mi nus te /. 
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"It is always associated with the four "Defilements" which

are impeded and neutral (bsgribs La lun du rna bstan pa, nivrtavyakrta) ;

"Defilements" called the [wrong] view of a Self, the

delusion of a Self, the conceit of a Self and attachment to a

Self; "Defilements" which belong to the [plane and the

stage] where [the being (sems can, pra~in)62)] is born. It (the

'Defiled Mind') is also [accompanied by the mental factors]

such as cognitive contact."

[The 'Defiled Mind'] does not exist in the three [states] of

the Arhat and so forth. (kO XI- 6 b)

[86 b 4 ] The 'Defiled Mind' does not exist in the Arhat, because

he has eliminated all "Defilements." In the same way, it does not exist

either in the attainment of cessation (gog pa'i siioms par 'jug pa, nirodha-sama-

patti) or on the Path surpassing the world ('jig rten las 'das pa'i lam, lokottara

marga). For [in the attainment of cessation] it is stopped by virtue of

the Path, and [on the Path surpassing the world] the seeing of non-

substantiality (bdag med pa mth01i ba, nairtitmyadarsana) is the antidote (gfien po,

pratipak~a) to the [wrong] view of a Self, etc. (bdag la sogs par63
) lta ba, atma

darsana). As it is said in the same [treatise, the Trimsikti kO 7 bZ-d] :

"The ['Defiled Mind'] does not exist for the Arhat. It exists

neither in the attainment of cessation nor on the Path sur-

passing the world."

63) The meaning of "la sogs par" is not clear. These words do not exist in the Sanskrit
text, but do exist already in the bsTan 'gyur version of Tibetan text; this is, therefore,
not an invention of our author, dBus pa blo gsal. Cf. TrsBh 24.20 - 21 (ad Trs kO 7) :
nairtitmya-darsanasyfitma-darsana-pratipak~atvan na lokottara-miirge pravartitum
utsahe(ta) /; (Tib.) P. 179 b 8 - 180 a 1 ; D. 154 a 5 - 6 : bdag med par mthon ba ni bdag
la 80g8 par lta ba'i giien po yin pas 'jig rten las 'das pa'i lam na de (P. lam de) 'byun
bar mi nus te /.
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[3.2.1. c. Active cogni士ionsC'jug pa'i rnam ses， pravrttivij秘 na)J

The active cognitions， which cognize objects such as visible 

matter， are of six kinds. (kO XI-6cd) 

[86む6J [They are namedJ “active cognitions" ('jug pa'i rnam par ses 

pa，ρrav:tti-vijnana)， because they act by distinguishing objects匂ullachad 

ciri 'jug pa)， or because they act having clear forms (rnam pa gsal bar， *s.ρhu-

~âkãre1'!ll). They are of six kinds. They grasp the objects which have 

the nature of visible matter， sound， smell. taste， the tangible and the 

object of thought Cchos， dharmα). As it is said also in the Ghanavyuha[-

sutraJ : 

“What [has the function ofJ representing an object is a 

active cognition，" 

and also in the Trimぎika(ピ 8bc) : 

“The third [vijnana-tarinamaJ
64

) is the apprehension of six 

kinds of objects." 

[87 a 2 J Because they deposit good or other impregnations (bag 

c加 gs，vasana) [in itJ， these [active cognitionsJ form the causal condi-

tion C培yu'i rkyen， hetu-，ρratyaya) for the fundamental consciousness (rtsa ba 'i 

rnam ses， mulavijnana， viz. alayavij元ana) to remain in the round of existence 

('khor ba， san:zsara): The impregnations [for their partJ form the causal 

condition for the active cognition [sJ ; therefore there is wandering in 

the round of existence. 

[3.2.1. d. Transformation of the base (gnas gyur pa， asrayα-paravrtti) 65)J 

[87 a 3 J When one has become a Buddha， the receptacle [ -con-

64) As we have seen above， the first vijnana-parinama is alayavijnana and the second， 

iヒlista-manas.

65) See a recent study on this subject; H. Sakuma， Die瓦sraya-parivrtti-Theorie in der 

Yogacarabhumi， 2 vols， Alt-und r、Jeu-IndischeStudien 40， herausgegeben vom In-

stitut fur Kultur und Geschichte Indiens und Tibets an der Universitat Hamburg， 

Stuttgart， 1990. 
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[3.2.1. c. Active cognitions ('jug pa'i rnam ses, pravrttivijiiiina)]

The active cognitions, which cognize objects such as visible

matter, are of six kinds. ekO XI- 6 cd)

[86 b 6 ] [They are named] "active cognitions" ('jug pa'i rnam par ses

pa, prav:tti-vijiitlna), because they act by distinguishing objects (yul la chad

cin 'jug pa), or because they act having clear forms (rnam pa gsal bar, *sphu-

~ilktlre'?ll). They are of six kinds. They grasp the objects which have

the nature of visible matter, sound, smell, taste, the tangible and the

object of thought (chos, dharma). As it is said also in the Ghanavyilha [

siltra] :

"What [has the function of] representing an object is a

active cognition:'

and also in the Trimsikti (kO 8 bc) :

"The third [vijfiiina-pari"!tima] 64) is the apprehension of six

kinds of objects."

[87 a 2] Because they deposit good or other impregnations (bag

chags, vtlsantl) [in it], these [active cognitions] form the causal condi

tion (rgyu'i rkyen, hetu-pratyaya) for the fundamental consciousness (rtsa ba'i

rnam ses, millavijiitlna, viz. tllayavijiitlna) to remain in the round of existence

('khor ba, san:zstlra): The impregnations [for their part] form the causal

condition for the active cognition [s] ; therefore there is wandering in

the round of existence.

[3.2.1. d. Transformation of the base (gnas gyur pa, asraya-paravrtti)65)]

[87 a 3 ] When one has become a Buddha, the receptacle [-con-

64) As we have seen above, the first vijiiiina-parin/ima is tllayavijiitlna and the second,
klista-manas.

65) See a recent study on this subject; H. Sakuma, Die Asraya-parivrtti-Theorie in der

Yogtlctlrabhilmi, 2 vals, Alt- und Neu-Indische Studien 40, herausgegeben vam In

stitut fUr Kultur und Geschichte Indiens und Tibets an der UniversiUit Hamburg,
Stuttgart, 1990.
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sciousness]， transformed into the mirror-like-gnosis， forms the sup-

port for the other three gnoses. As it is said in the [Mαhayanα-J 

sutralaえkara(IX k
O 

67) : 

“The mirror-gnosis (me 10え yeses. adarsa-jnana) is immovable. 

Three gnoses depend on it， these being [the gnosisJ as to 

eqむality，differential observation and accomplishment of 

what is to be done." 

The ‘Defiled Mind' is transformed into the gnosis of equality (m如 m pa 

先idkyi ye ses， sama低ゴ'nana)， the mental consciousness (yid kyi ses pa， manovi-

jnana) into the gnosis of differential observation (so sor付ogpa 'i ye ses. 

ρratyaveksa-jnana) and the consciousness of the fi ve media (sgo lria 'iおspa. 

* panca-dvara-vijnana， viz. ρa録cend吋:ya-vijnana) into the gnosis of accomplish-

ment of what is to be done (b.照的 grubpa 'i ye ses，初 'yanusthana-jnana入

[87 a 5 ] These [points above] are the doctrinal positions of 

those who maintain eight groups of consciousness. 

[3.2.2. Those who maintain six grou手sof consciousness] 

[There is] a doctrinal position which maintains that the 

above-mentioned six cognitions are the six groups of self-

cogni tions. (kO XI-7 ab) 

[87 a 5] The master Dignaga. the master Dharmakirti and others 

maintain that the six groups of cognitions are self-cognitions.These 

are exactly the above-mentioned66
) six active cognitions. And these 

are already explained in relation to the two schools of the Yogacara.67
) 

66) Cf. supra BSGT 86 b 6 -87 a 3 . 

67) Cf. supra BSGT 84 a 4 -5 . 
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sciousness], transformed into the mirror-like-gnosis, forms the sup

port for the other three gnoses. As it is said in the [Mahayana-J

sUlralankara (IX kO 67) :

"The mirror-gnosis (me lon ye ses, iidarsa-jfiiina) is immovable.

Three gnoses depend on it, these being [the gnosisJ as to

equality, differential observation and accomplishment of

what is to be done."

The 'Defiled Mind' is transformed into the gnosis of equality (mfiam pa

fiid kyi ye ses, samatii-jiiiina) , the mental consciousness (yid kyi ses pa, manovi-

jiiiina) into the gnosis of differential observation (so sor rtog pa'i ye ses,

pratyavek~ii-jfiiina) and the consciousness of the five media (sgo lna'i ses pa,

*pafica-dviira-vijiiiina, viz. paficendriya-vijiiiina) into the gnosis of accomplish-

ment of what is to be done (bya ba grub pa'i ye ses, krtyanusthiina-jfiiina).. .... .
[87 a 5 ] These [points above] are the doctrinal positions of

those who maintain eight groups of consciousness.

[3.2.2. Those who maintain six groups of consciousness]

[There is] a doctrinal position which maintains that the

above-mentioned SIX cognitions are the six groups of self-

cognitions. ekO XI-7 ab)

[87 a 5] The master Dignaga, the master Dharmaklrti and others

maintain that the six groups of cognitions are self-cognitions. These

are exactly the above-mentioned66
) six active cognitions. And these

are already explained in relation to the two schools of the Yogacara.67
)

66) Cf. supra BSGT 86 b 6 - 87 a 3 .

67) Cf. supra BSGT 84 a 4 - 5 .
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[3.2.3. Those who maintain a single consciousnessJ 

A single mental consciousness 6必鈎，manovijnana) appears 

diversely on the basis of sense-faculties.68
) (kO XI-7 cd) 

[87 a 6 J The Bodhisattva who accepts the single consciousness 

(gCig pur smra ba'i byail chub sems dpa，)69) [maintains the following:J the 

single mental consciousness (yid kyi ses pa， manovijnana) appears as the 

diverse cognitions of visible matter， sound and the other [objectsJ on 

the basis of sense-faculties68
) such as the eye， jむstas a single monkey 

in a house with six windows appears as many [through each windowJ. 

For it is said in a Sutra70
) : 

“Beings have [a singleJ flow of consciousness each，" 

and it is said also in the *Dvadasayatananirdesa (sKye mched bcu g説sbstan 

pa'i mdo)71) . 

“The six consciousnesses are comprised in the sense-field of 

the mind (yid kyi skye mched， mana-ayatana入"

68) Cf. AKBh 380.8 : indriyaおs/ (Tib.) P. [115] (5591) 1Iu 42 a 2 : dba1I po'i sgo nas. 

69) Cf. MSam-Bhasya of Vasubandhu (P. [112J (5551) li 173 a 6， ad MSam II 12): bya1I 

chub sems dpa' kha cig ni yid kyi n沼 mpar ses pa gcig pu宛iddu 'dod do / /. Cf. 

Hakamaya (1976) 250 n. 34. 

70)τhe original source is yet to be identified. This Sutra is cited in the MA V of Santara-

ksita (P. 62 b 2， D. 65 b 6 ; ed. Ichigo: (1985 a) 132， (1985 b) 146. ad MA  kO 49) as 

counter--evidence to the opinion of some philosophers (probably Sakyabuddhi. cf. 

Iwata (1981) 156 [19J [21J， Ichigδ (1985 b) 198 n. 21， n. 23)， who maintain that 

many cognitions of the same kind can appear simultaneously. 

71) BSGT 87 b 2“sKye mched bcu gnis bs初 '1pa 'i mdo las kya1I / mam par ses pa drug ni 

yid kyi skye mched kyis bsdus pa '0 zes gsu1Isρa'i phyir" is an approximate paraphrase 

of the MSam 11 12 C (Lamotte (1973) 30.5 -7 ; Nagao (1982) 69.8 -9， reconstr. Skt. 

69.20 -21; Fr. Tr. 103; Jap. Tr. 311) : ya1I skye mched giαg説sbstanρa las n沼 mpar ses 

pa'i tshogs drug ni yid kyi skye mched do zes ji skad gsu1Is pa lta bu '0 / / Creconstr. 

Skt.) punas ca dvadasayaおnanam desitana m yathdkぉm sa d-vijnanakaya mana-

aya抱namiti /. Thus in the MSam， "skye mched bcu gnis bstan pa" seems not to be 

considered as a proper name. Is it dBus pa blo gsal's misunderstanding to consider it 

the name of a Sutra? In the corresponding passages of GTCM and CKGT， such a 

Sutra is not mentioned. 
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[3.2.3. Those who maintain a single consciousness]

A single mental consciousness (yid ses, manovijiiiina) appears

diversely on the basis of sense-faculties.68
) (kO XI-7 cd)

[87 a 6] The Bodhisattva who accepts the single consciousness

(gCig pur smra ba'i byaIi. chub sems dpa,)69) [maintains the following:] the

single mental consciousness (yid kyi ses pa, manovijiiiina) appears as the

diverse cognitions of visible matter, sound and the other [objects] on

the basis of sense-faculties68
) such as the eye, just as a single monkey

in a house with six windows appears as many [through each window].

For it is said in a St1tra70
) :

"Beings have [a single] flow of consciousness each,"

and it is said also in the *Dvadasayatananirdesa (sKye mched bcu gfiis bstan

pa'i mdo)70 .

"The six consciousnesses are comprised in the sense-field of

the mind (yid kyi skye mched, mana-iiyatana). "

68) Cf. AKBh 380.8: indriyatas / (Tib.) P. [115] (5591) nu 42 a 2 : dban po'i sgo nas.

69) Cf. MSam-Bha~ya of Vasubandhu (P. [112J (5551) li 173 a 6, ad MSam II 12): byan

chub sems dpa' kha cig ni yid kyi roam par ses pa gcig pu fiid du 'dod do / /. Cf.

Hakamaya (1976) 250 n. 34.

70) The original source is yet to be identified. This Siltra is cited in the MA V of Santara

k!?ita (P. 62 b 2, D. 65 b 6 ; ed. Ichigo: (1985 a) 132, (1985 b) 146, ad MA kO 49) as

counter--evidence to the opinion of some philosophers (probably Sakyabuddhi, d.

Iwata (1981) 156 [19] [21], Ichigo: (1985 b) 198 n. 21, n. 23), who maintain that

many cognitions of the same kind can appear simultaneously.

71) BSGT 87 b 2 "sKye mched bcu gfiis bstan pa'i mdo las kyan / roam par ses pa drug ni

yid kyi skye mched kyis bsdus pa '0 ies gsuns pa'i phyir" is an approximate paraphrase

of the MSam II 12 C (Lamotte (1973) 30.5 -7 ; Nagao (1982) 69.8 - 9, reconstr. Skt.

69.20 - 21; Fr. Tr. 103; lap. Tr. 311) : yan skye mched gcu gfiis bstan pa las roam par ses

pa'i tshogs drug ni yid kyi skye mched do ies ji skad gsuns pa Ita bu '0 / / (reconstr.

SkU punas ca dviidasiiyataniinii ~ desitiinii ~ yath6kta ~ ~a ¢-vijfiiinakiiyii mana

iiyatanam iti /. Thus in the MSam, "skye mched bcu gfiis bstan pa" seems not to be

considered as a proper name. Is it dBus pa blo gsal's misunderstanding to consider it

the name of a Siltra? In the corresponding passages of GTCM and CKGT, such a

Siltra is not mentioned.
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Thus [the Bodhisattva who accepts single consciousnessJ maintains. 

[87 b 2 ] Such are the doctrinal positions of those who maintain 

six groups of consciousness (rNam par ses pa tshogs drug du smra ba， *号advi-

j会anakayavadin)and those who maintain a single consciousness ([rNam par 

会espa tshogsJ gcig du smra ba， * Ekavijnanakayavadin). 72) 

[3.3. Mental factors (sems las byun ba， cait加 )J

[Regarding mental factors， ] there are two opinions: that 

the mental factors are different from the mind and that they 

are not different [from itJ. (kO XI-8 ab) 

[87 b 3 ] Regarding the mental factors which have been men-

tioned aboveア)there are two opinions: that they are different from 

the mind and that they are not different [from itJ. 

72) So far as the expression “rnam ses tshogs gcig" is concerned， we can find it for ex-

ample in CKGT 202.6: rnam ses tshogs gcig tu 'dod. 1n BSGT， only three doctrinal posi-

tions are treated， namely the * Astavijnanakayavadin， the * Sad
o 
and the * Eka

o
. 1n 

CKGT (202.5 -203.2， cf. Hakamaya (1976) 234，249 -251) and GTCM併a78 a 6 ff.)， 

more positions are explained: 1) * Eka-vijnanakayavadin: there are two kinds， 

those who maintain only alayavijnanαand those who maintain only mano-vijnana. 

2) * Dvi-
o 

: those who maintain klista-manas and pravrtti-vijnana. 3) * Sad-
o 

: 

followers of the seven treatises of Dharmakirti (sDe bdun gyi rjes 'b抱 負 gisems tsam 

pa). 4) * Sapta-O 

: those who maintain sad-pravrtti-vijnana and adana-vijnana. 5) 

* Asta-
O 

: followers of the Yogacarabhumi (Sa sde sogs las 'byun ba ltar gyi lu白 gi

rjes 'bran gi sems tsam pa). 6) * Nava一。:those who maintain sad-pravrtti-vijnana， 

adana-vijnana， alayavijnana and amalavijnana. This is said to be the doctrinal position 

of Ya合 dagbden pa (Paramartha). The CKCT does not mention any source， but in 

the CTCM (初 78b 7)， the rNam parえespa 'i mdzod (=決定議論Jued的gzang lun， T. 

[30J (1584)) is mentioned. The Jue ding zang lun is a translation of the first part of 

the Viniscaya-samgrahani of the Yogacarabhumi， but it is more than a translation; 

Paramartha inserted some interpretations of his own inspiration. The amalavijnana is 

one example (id. 1031 a). The amala-vij必 nais mentioned， by the way， in other 

works translated by him such as， a) Zhuan shi lun転識論 *Vijnanaparinama話 stra，T. 

[31J (1587) 62 c ; b) Shi ba kong lun十八空論 *Astadasasunyata弱stra，T. [31J (1616) 

863 b. 

73) Cf. supra BSGT 85 a 4，85 b 1 (?). 
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Thus [the Bodhisattva who accepts single consciousness] maintains.

[87 b 2] Such are the doctrinal positions of those who maintain

SIX groups of consciousness (rNam par ses pa tshogs drug du smra ba, *$a<:tvi-

jfianakayavadin) and those who maintain a single consciousness ([rNam par

ses pa tshogsJ gcig du smra ba, *Ekavijfianakayavadin). 72)

[3.3. Mental factors (sems las byuri ba, caitla)]

[Regarding mental factors,] there are two opInIons: that

the mental factors are different from the mind and that they

are not different [from it]. (kO XI- 8 ab)

[87 b 3] Regarding the mental factors which have been men

tioned above,73) there are two opinions: that they are different from

the mind and that they are not different [from it].

72) So far as the expression "roam ses tshogs gcig" is concerned, we can find it for ex

ample in CKGT 202.6: roam ses tshogs gcig tu 'dod. In BSGT, only three doctrinal posi

tions are treated, namely the *A~~avijfianakayavadin, the *$a<:t° and the *Ekao. In
CKGT (202.5 - 203.2, d. Hakamaya (1976) 234, 249 - 251) and GTCM (ria 78 a 6 ff.),

more positions are explained: 1) *Eka-vijfianakayavadin: there are two kinds,

those who maintain only alayavijiiana and those who maintain only mano-vijiiana.

2) *Dvi-o : those who maintain kli~fa-manas and pravrtti-vijiitina. 3) *$a<:t-o :

followers of the seven treatises of Dharmaklrti (sDe bdun gyi rjes 'bran gi sems tsam

pa). 4) *Sapta-O : those who maintain ~aq-prav:tti-vijiianaand adana-vijiiana. 5)

*A~~a-o : followers of the Yogacarabhilmi (Sa sde sogs las 'byun ba ltar gyi lun gi

rjes 'bran gi sems tsam pa). 6) *Nava-o : those who maintain ~aq-pravrtti-vijiiana,

adana-vijiiana, alayavijiiana and amalavijiiana. This is said to be the doctrinal position

of Yan dag bden pa (Paramartha). The CKCT does not mention any source, but in

the CTCM (ria 78 b 7), the rNam par nes pa'i mdzod (=iR:fEAi~]ue ding zang lun, T.

[30J (1584)) is mentioned. The]ue ding zang lun is a translation of the first part of

the Viniscaya-sa~grahanfof the Yogacarabhilmi, but it is more than a translation;

Paramartha inserted some interpretations of his own inspiration. The amalavijiiiina is

one example Od. 1031 a). The amala-vijiiana is mentioned, by the way, in other

works translated by him such as, a) Zhuan shi lun ~~~ifii *Vijiitinaparir:amasastra, T.

[31J (1587) 62 c; b) Shi ba kong lun +J\~~ *A~fadasasilnyatasastra,T. [31J (1616)

863 b.

73) Cf. supra BSGT 85 a 4,85 b 1 (?).
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[3.3.1. Those who maintain that the mental factors are different 

from the mindJ 

[87 b 4 J The first [opinionJ is that of masters such as Arya-

Asa会ga. They [refute by the following four reasons those who main-

tain that the mental factors do not exist separately from the mind and 

that they are nothing but the states of itJ 74) ( i) If the mental 

factors did not exist substantially， the determination that the 

aggregates 争hu1I拘 skandha) are five would not be possible because 

sensation (tshor ba， ve白紙)and notion ('du ses， samjna) also would not exist 

substantially. (u) Since there is no difference in the cause (byed pa'i 

培Y仏 kãra~) ， it is not possible concerning the effect (viz. mental factors) [to 

say J that they are established substantially or are not established.75
) 

(温) If there is， in the mental factors， a difference (免除'adpaκ vise~a) 

which is not similar to the mind， the [mental factorsJ∞uld be estab-

lished substantially [: therefore， the mental factors would be different 

from the mindJ. If there is no difference， it is not possible [to 

consider the mental factorsJ even as the different states [of the mind: 

that is meaninglessJ. 76) (iv) It is in contradiction with what is said in 

74) The following is a paraphrase of the YBh (D. (4038) ii 77 a 1 -b 7 ; P. [111J (5539) zi 

80 b 2 -81 b 1 ; T. [30J (1579) lvi 609 a 3 -b 10)， at the end of which our verse (BSGT 

87 b 6 -88 a 1) is found as bar dom (antaroddana). In this part of the YBh concer-

ning the pancaskandha， the opinion of those (certain Sramanas and Brahmanas) who 

maintain that the mental factors are nothing but the mind is refuted: dge sbyo1I da1I 

bram ze la la mi1I la sems tsam iig rdzas su 'dod la sems las byu1I ba 'i chos rnams ni mi 

'dod pa ga1I dag yod ρa de dag kya1I mi 'thad do / / . . . 

75) The explanation of the second reason in BSGT is not very clear. In Ybh， the opinion 

that the mental factors are nothing but states of the mind is criticized， for the reason 

that there is no other primary cause because of which the states of the mind could 

change. Cf. YBh D. 77 a 5 -6 . P. 80 b 7 -8 :勿'ed培yukhyad par med pa 'i phyir sems kyi 

gnas s初 bsgian du g戸lrba ni mi ru1I元o/ / skad cig gcig la ga元gisgnas s初 bsgian la 

stonρar註yurba 'i byed rgyu khyad par can gzan ni mi dmigs te / de 1抱 basna gnas 

skabs kyi bye brag kyan mi run no / /. 

76) Here also the opinion that the mental factors are nothing but states of the mind is 

refuted. Cf. YBh D. 77 a 2 -5 . P. 80 b 2 -7 . 
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[3.3.1. Those who maintain that the mental factors are different

from the mind]

[87 b 4] The first [opinion] is that of masters such as A.rya

Asailga. They [refute by the following four reasons those who main

tain that the mental factors do not exist separately from the mind and

that they are nothing but the states of it] 74) : (i) If the mental

factors did not exist substantially, the determination that the

aggregates (phun po, skandha) are five would not be possible because

sensation (tshor ba, vedarui) and notion ('du ses, sa"!'}iiti) also would not exist

substantially. (ii) Since there is no difference in the cause (byed pa'i

rgyu, ktira~), it is not possible concerning the effect (viz. mental factors) [to

say] that they are established substantially or are not established.75
)

(iii) If there is, in the mental factors, a difference (khyad par, vise~a)

which is not similar to the mind, the [mental factors] could be estab

lished substantially [: therefore, the mental factors would be different

from the mindJ. If there is no difference, it is not possible [to

consider the mental factors] even as the different states [of the mind:

that is meaninglessJ. 76) (iv) It is in contradiction with what is said in

74) The following is a paraphrase of the YBh (D. (4038) zi 77 a 1 -b 7 ; P. [111J (5539) zi
80 b 2 - 81 b 1 ; T. [30J (1579) lvi 609 a 3 -b 10), at the end of which our verse (BSGT
87 b 6 - 88 a 1) is found as bar dam (antaroddtina). In this part of the YBh concer
ning the paiicaskandha, the opinion of those (certain SramaI).as and BrahmaI).as) who
maintain that the mental factors are nothing but the mind is refuted: dge sbyon dan
bram ze la la min la sems tsam zig rdzas su 'dod la sems las byun ba'i chos roams ni mi
'dod pa gan dag yod pa de dag kyan mi 'thad do / / ...

75) The explanation of the second reason in BSGT is not very clear. In Ybh, the opinion
that the mental factors are nothing but states of the mind is criticized, for the reason
that there is no other primary cause because of which the states of the mind could
change. Cf. YBh D. 77 a 5 - 6 , P. 80 b 7 - 8 : byed rgyu khyad par med pa'i phyir sems kyi
gnas skabs gian du 'gyur ba ni mi run no / / skad cig gcig la gan gis gnas skabs gian la
stan par 'gyur ba'i byed rgyu khyad par can gzan ni mi dmigs te / de lta bas na gnas
skabs kyi bye brag kyan mi run no / /.

76) Here also the opinion that the mental factors are nothing but states of the mind is
refuted. Cf. YBh D. 77 a 2 - 5 , P. 80 b 2 - 7 .
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a scriptural passage Clun， agama) : 

“The mind is defiled by [a mental factor，] passion C'dod chags， 

raga)， and purified by [a mental factor，] faith (dad pa. sraddha). ，， 77) 

Such is the refutation [by the master Arya-Asailga and others]. It is 

said in the Viniscayasamgrahani [of the Yogacarabhilmi] : 

“[The opinion that the mental factors are not different from 

the mind does not stand，J because the five [aggregates] 

would not be possible， because there is no difference [in] 

the cause， because there are faults [even if one considers 

the mental factors only as] the states of the [mind]， and 

because it is in contradiction with scripture Clun， agama). "78) 

[3ふ2. Those who maintain tha土themental factors are not different 

from the mind] 

[88 a 1] The second [opinion] is that of the Bodhisattva who 

maintains a single [consciousness] (gCig pur smra ba'i byan chub sems 

dpa')，79) the master Dharmakirti and others. 

[88 a 1 ] [The Bodhisattva who maintains a single conscious-

nessJ 79) maintains that [consciousnessJ proceeds alone， as is said in 

the Brahmanavarga of the Udanavarga80
) (XXXIII k

0

67 [Tib.] =ピ55[Skt.] ) : 

77) In YBh an Agama is cited under a slightly different form， and the second part of our 

Agama is not found there. Cf. YBh D. 77 a 7 ， P. 80 b 8 -81 a 1 'dod chags kyi免ebar 

宛onmons pa can du 'gyur ba dan / ze sdan dan / gti mug gis先ebar non mons pα(D. 

ma) can du gyur pa'i sems ni rnam paγgrol bar mi 'gyur ro zes ji skad gsuns pa '0 / /. 

78) bar sdom (antarlδddana) in YBh D. 77 b 7 . P. 81己8，T. 609 b 8 -9. See also説imaki

(1982) n. 332. 

79) The source for the combination of gCig pur smra ba'i bO and the UV is the MSam n 
12 C and the MSam-bhasya of Vasubandhu. Cf. supra n. 69， n. 71. It is clear， judging 

from the wordorder. that our author cited this verse of the UV from the MSam. 

80) Cf. Schmithausen (1970) 54 (also 55， 60， 98， 104) : 

duramga(ma)m ekacaram asariram guhasayam C!) 
damayati durddamam cittam brahmαnam tam bravimy aham /乙1)

Skt in YBh (Ms. 135 a 5 f吋 Chin.386 a 20， Tib. P. dzi 298 b 8， D. tshi 256 b 3 -4). 
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a scriptural passage Gun, tigama) :

"The mind is defiled by [a mental factor,] paSSIon ('dod chags,

raga), and purified by [a mental factor,] faith (dad pa, sraddhti). ,,77)

Such is the refutation [by the master A.rya-Asailga and others]. It is

said in the Viniscayasany,graha,,!i [of the Yogtictirabhilmi] :

"[The opinion that the mental factors are not different from

the mind does not stand,] because the five [aggregates]

would not be possible, because there is no difference [in]

the cause, because there are faults [even if one considers

the mental factors only as] the states of the [mind], and

because it is in contradiction with scripture Gun, agama). "78)

[3.3.2. Those who maintain that the mental factors are not different

from the mind]

[88 a 1] The second [opinion] IS that of the Bodhisattva who

maintains a single [consciousness] (gCig pur smra ba'i byan chub sems

dpa'),79) the master Dharmaklrti and others.

[88 a 1 ] [The Bodhisattva who maintains a single conSCIOUS

ness] 79) maintains that [consciousness] proceeds alone, as is said In

the Brtihma"!avarga of the Udtinavarga 80
) (XXXIII k067 [Tib.] =k055[Skt.]) :

77) In YBh an Agama is cited under a slightly different form, and the second part of our
Agama is not found there. Cf. YBh D. 77 a 7 , P. 80 b 8 - 81 a 1 : 'dod chags kyi ne bar
non mons pa can du 'gyur ba dan I ie sdan dan I gti mug gis ne bar non mons pa (D.
ma) can du gyur pa'i sems ni mam par grot bar mi 'gyur ro ies ji skad gsuns pa'o I/.

78) bar sdom (antaroddtina) in YBh D. 77 b 7 , P. 81 b 8, T. 609 b 8 - 9. See also Mimaki
(1982) n. 332.

79) The source for the combination of gCig pur smra ba'i bO and the UV is the MSam n
12 C and the MSam-bha~ya of Vasubandhu. Cf. supra n. 69, n. 71. It is clear, judging
from the wordorder, that our author cited this verse of the UV from the MSam.

80) Cf. Schmithausen (1970) 54 (also 55, 60, 98, 104) :

dura~ga(ma)m ekacaram asarfra~guhasayam C!)
damayati durddama~citta~ brahma~~ ta~ bravfmy aha~ I (I)

Skt in YBh (Ms. 135 a 5 f., Chin. 386 a 20, Tib. P. dzi 298 b 8, D. tshi 256 b 3 - 4).
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“1 call a Brahmana one who will train the mind which， with-

out a body， residing within， going far， proceeding alone， is 

difficul t to train." 

[88 a 2 ] The master [Dharmakirti] also holds the mind itself to 

be sensation (tshor ba， vedana) in so far as it experiences (伽mssu myori ba， 

anub加 va)，81) to be notion ('du ses， sa~jñã) in so far as it apprehends the 

phenomenal marks (mtshan mar 'dzin ρa， nimittodgraha1!fl)81) and to be volition 

(semsρa， cetana) in so far as it moves toward the object (yu1la g-yo ba). For 

it is said in [hisJ Pramana-viniscaya (1 70. 23 -25) : 

“Because one sees that they are of the same nature， the 

buddhi (blo) 82) on the one hand and the anubhava (お mssu myori 

ba)82) on the other hand are not different，" 

and [in PVn 1 k027 b-d=PV m ピ279る-dJ: 

“If [you， the Samkhya， say that the [color，J white， and pain 

etc. which appear as differentJ 83) are not different， and that 

the buddhi (blo) 82) and the vedαna (myori) 82) which appear 

without difference are different. what would the difference 

and the non-difference むebased upon ?" 

81) Cf. -AK  1ピ14cd : vedana加 bhavahsamjna nimittodgrahanatmika // (Tib.) P. 35 a: 

tshor ba myori ba au ses ni (1/) mtshan mar 'dzinρa 'i bdag nid do / /; - PrasP 343.9 

(ad MM  X唖 1) : rupanubhava-nimittlδdgrahanabhisamskarana-visaya-prativij:先apti-la-

ksanah panca skandhah / (Tib.) P. 128 a 1 -2 : phu1I po 100 ni gzugs su ruri ba da1I / 

伽 mssu myori ba dari / mtsl.沼 nmar 'dzin pa dari / mrion par au byed pa dari / yul so sor 

mam par rig pa 'i mtshan nid can yin nα/. . 

82) In these citations from the PVn， at first glance it seems that the identification of the 

buddhi with the anubhava/vedana (therefore that of the mind with the mental fac-

tors) is treated. But， in the PVn and the PV， it is the Samkhya philosophy that is 

criticized at the end of the svasamvedana section. The buddhi is the non-intelligent 

element in the Samkhya philosophy， and the anubhava/vedana is the apprehension of 

buddhi by the unique intelligent element， purusa. Thus the buddhi and the anubhava/ 

vedana are distinguished in the Samkhya philosophy， and that position is criticized. 

83) Pada a : bhinnabhah sita-duhkhadir / (Tib.) dkar sdug la sogs tha dad snari. 
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"r call a Brahmana one who will train the mind which, with-

out a body, residing within, going far, proceeding alone, is

difficult to train."

[88 a 2] The master [DharmaklrtiJ also holds the mind itself to

be sensation (tshor ba, vedanii) in so far as it experiences (fiams su myon ba,

anubhava),81) to be notion ('du ses, sa~inii) in so far as it apprehends the

phenomenal marks (mtshan mar 'dzin pa, nimittodgraha1!fl)81) and to be volition

(sems pa, cetanii) in so far as it moves toward the object (yulla g-yo ba). For

it is said in [his] Pramii"!a-viniscaya (I 70.23 - 25) :

"Because one sees that they are of the same nature, the

buddhi (blo) 82) on the one hand and the anubhava (fiams su myon

ba)82) on the other hand are not different,"

and [in PVn I kO 27 b-d = PV ill kO 279 b-d] :

"If [you, the Sa~khya, say that the [color,] white, and pain

etc. which appear as different] 83) are not different, and that

the buddhi (blo) 82) and the vedanti (myon) 82) which appear

without difference are different, what would the difference

and the non-difference be based upon? "

81) Cf. - AK I kO 14 cd: vedanii 'nubhava~ sa~iflii nimitt6dgraha,!atmikii II (Tib.) P. 35 a:

tshor ba myon ba au ses ni (II) mtshan mar 'dzin pa'i bdag fiid do II; - PrasP 343.9

(ad MM xvm 1): rUpanubhava-nimitt6dgrahaf!ilbhisa~kara1'!O--vi~aya-prativijfiapti-la

k~a'J'!G-~ paiica skandhii,! I (Tib.) P. 128 a 1 - 2 : phun po lria ni gzugs su run ba dan I
iiams su myon ba dan I mtshan mar 'dzin pa dan I mnon par au byed pa dan I yul so sor

mam par rig pa'i mtshan iiid can yin na I ...
82) In these citations from the PVn, at first glance it seems that the identification of the

buddhi with the anubhavalvedanii (therefore that of the mind with the mental fac

tors) is treated. But, in the PVn and the PV, it is the Sa~khya philosophy that is

criticized at the end of the svasa~vedana section. The buddhi is the non-intelligent

element in the Sa~khya philosophy, and the anubhavalvedanii is the apprehension of

buddhi by the unique intelligent element, puru~a. Thus the buddhi and the anubhaval

vedanii are distinguished in the Sa~khya philosophy, and that position is criticized.

83) Piida a: bhinnabhal! sita--du~khiidirI (Tib.) dkar sdug la sogs tha dad snan.
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[88 a 4 ] Therefore this is what is said in the [Mahayana-]滅的-

lankara (XI ピ34)84) : 

“The mind is considered to appear as double (viz. cognizer and 

cognized). In the same way85) it is considered to appear as 

passion (chags， raga) etc. and faith (dad， sraddha) etc. There is no 

[factor other than it]， either defiled or good." 

[3.4. Conditioning factors not associated [with the mindJ (mi ldan pa'i 

百Ubyed， 吻ray成ta-sa~skãra)J 

[88 a 5] Explaining the conditioning factors not associated [with 

the mind] (mi ldan pa 'i伽 byed，viprayukta-safJ}-s初 ra)86)

The conditioning factors not associated [with the mindJ， 

such as acquisition (thob注α]，ρrapti)，are designations for the 

three [categoriesJ of matter (gzz信"8， r均 a)and the other [twoJ. 

(kO XI-8 cd) 

84) According to Sthiramati's commentary on this verse， this refers to those who 

maintain that the mental factors and the external objects do not exist apart from the 

mind; cf. ed. Hayashima (1978) 98: Sems tsam su smra ba kha cig ni rnam par rig pa 

tsam Zes bya bas sems tsam du zad kyi / sems las ma gtogs par sems las byu1I ba 'i chos 

da1Iρhyi'i yul rnams med kya1I med par 'dod do //. But it is not certain that one could 

only interprete this verse in this manner. 

85) tad-vat. Levi (1911):“l'ayant" (?)， Thurman (1979):“having it" (?). Cf. Tib. de 

bZin. 

86) We are not sure if there is any reason for the fact that our author omits the term g説

only after mi ldan pa 'i 'du byed. He puts it after all the other four categories; ex. 

gzugs kyi gii， etc. The situation is the same for the other chapters， viz. the Vaibhasika 

chapter (BSGT 65 a 5) and the Sautrantika chapter (BSGT 79 a 2). As we shall see 

in the following passages， according to the Y ogacara， the viprayukta-samskaras are 

nothing but designations for states of matter， mind and mental factors. See the same 

kind of discussion in the Sautrantika chapter ; cf.五l1imaki(1979) 201 -202， (1980) 154 

156. 

[88 a 4 ] Therefore this IS what is said in the [Mahiiyiina-] siltra

[ankiira (XI kO 34)84) :

"The mind is considered to appear as double (viz. cognizer and

cognized). In the same way85) it is considered to appear as

passion (chags, raga) etc. and faith (dad, sraddhii) etc. There is no

[factor other than it], either defiled or good."

[3.4. Conditioning factors not associated [with the mind] (mi ldan pa'i

'du byed, viprayukta-sa~skiira)]

[88 a 5] Explaining the conditioning factors not associated [with

the mind] (mi ldan pa'i 'du byed, viPrayukta-san:zskiira)86)

The conditioning factors not associated [with the mind],

such as acquisition (thob [pa], prapti) , are designations for the

three [categories] of matter (gzugs, rapa) and the other [two].

(kO XI- 8 cd)

84) According to Sthiramati's commentary on this verse, this refers to those who

maintain that the mental factors and the external objects do not exist apart from the

mind; d. ed. Hayashima (1978) 98: Sems tsam su smra ba kha Gig ni rnam par rig pa

tsam ies bya bas sems tsam du zad kyi I sems las ma gtogs par sems las byun ba'i chos

dan phyi'i yul rnams med kyan med par 'dod do I/. But it is not certain that one could

only interprete this verse in this manner.

85) tad-vat. Levi (1911): "l'ayant" (?), Thurman (1979): "having it" (?). Cf. Tib. de

Min.

86) We are not sure if there is any reason for the fact that our author omits the term gii

only after mi ldan pa'i 'du byed. He puts it after all the other four categories; ex.

gzugs kyi gii, etc. The situation is the same for the other chapters, viz. the Vaibha~ika

chapter (BSGT 65 a 5) and the Sautrantika chapter (BSGT 79 a 2). As we shall see

in the following passages, according to the Yogacara, the viprayukta-san:zskiiras are

nothing but designations for states of matter, mind and mental factors. See the same

kind of discussion in the Sautrantika chapter; d. Mimaki (1979) 201- 202, (1980) 154

-156.
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[88 a 5 J The conditioning factors not associated [with the mindJ 

are designations for the states of [matter.J 87) mind (sems， citta) and 

mental factors (sems las byu1I ba， caitta). Because matter (gzugs， rupa) also 

does not exist apart from these two (viz. the mind and the mental factors)， the 

[~onditioning factors not associated with the mindJ are， in reality， 

designations solely for the states of the mind and the mental factors. 

[88 a 6 ] In this connection， when one accepts the receptacle-con-

sciousness，88) [1 J acquisition (thob pa， prapti) is the state in which the 

good or other potential power (nus pa， sakti) is acquired in the receptacle-

consciousness. [2 J Non-acquisition (ma thob pa， aprapti) is the state in 

which the [potential powerJ is lost. [3 J Homogeneity (s初 1ba m如 mpa，

sabhagata) is the state in which the bodies and so forth of beings are 

homogeneous. [4， 5， 6 J U nconsciousness (ヨU ses med pa， asamjni.お) and 

the two aむsorptions(s録。ms'jug， samatatti) [viz. the absorption of uncon-

sciousness ('du ses medρ，a'i sえomspar 'jugρa， asa1!ljnisamaρatti) and the absorp-

tion of cessation ('gog pa'i snoms par 'jug pa， '1抑odhasamapatti)J are the sta tes in 

which mind and the mental factors do not appear. [7 J The vital 

faculty (srog gi dba1I po， jivitendriya) is the state in which a being persists， 

having the homogeneity of its kind (ris mthun， nikaya-sabhaga). [8，9， 10， 

11] The four characters (mtshan nid， lak?a'f!ll) are designations for the 

states of a series: production (skye ba， jati) [is a designationJ for the 

state in which matter， the mind and the mental factors have newly 

arisen; duration (gnas pa， sthiti) [is a designationJ for the state in which 

87) According to the context， it would bεbetter if we had gzugs da1I before sems dα1I. . 

Cf. infra BSGT 88 b 2. One might argue that matter包"Zugs)is not necessary here 

because this is the Vij白anavadinchapter. But in the preceding verse (BSGT XI-8 cd) 

itself we already have gzugs sogs gsum. 

88) It seems strange that the case in which one does not accept the receptacle-conscious-

ness is not explained in this treatise. 
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[88 a 5 ] The conditioning factors not associated [with the mind]

are designations for the states of [matter.] 87) mind (sems, citta) and

mental factors (sems las byun ba, caitta). Because matter (gzugs, riipa) also

does not exist apart from these two (viz. the mind and the mental factors), the

[~onditioning factors not associated with the mind] are, in reality,

designations solely for the states of the mind and the mental factors.

[88 a 6 ] In this connection, when one accepts the receptacle-eon

sciousness,88) [1] acquisition (thob pa, prapti) is the state in which the

good or other potential power (nus pa, sakti) is acquired in the receptacle

consciousness. [2] Non-acquisition (rna thob pa, aprapti) is the state in

which the [potential power] is lost. [3] Homogeneity Cskal ba mfiam pa.

sabhagata) is the state in which the bodies and so forth of beings are

homogeneous. [4, 5, 6] Unconsciousness ('du ses med pa, asamjiiika) and

the two absorptions (siioms 'jug, samapatti) [viz. the absorption of uncon-

sciousness ('du ses med pa'i siioms par 'jug pa, asa'f!ljiiisamapatti) and the absorp-

tion of cessation ('gog pa'i siioms par 'jug pa, nirodhasamapatti)] are the states in

which mind and the mental factors do not appear. [7] The vital

faculty (srog gi dban po, jfvitendriya) is the state in which a being persists,

having the homogeneity of its kind (ris mthun, nikaya-sabhaga). [8,9, 10,

1l] The four characters (mtshan iiid, lak?a"!fl) are designations for the

states of a series: production (skye ba. jati) [is a designation] for the

state in which matter, the mind and the mental factors have newly

arisen; duration (gnas pa, sthiti) [is a designation] for the state in which

87) According to the context, it would be better if we had gzugs dan before sems dan . ..
Cf. infra BSGT 88 b 2. One might argue that matter (gzugs) is not necessary here

because this is the Vijfianaviidin chapter. But in the preceding verse (BSGT XI- 8 cd)

itself we already have gzugs sogs gsum.

88) It seems strange that the case in which one does not accept the receptacle-conscious

ness is not explained in this treatise.
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[matter and so forthJ are born in a homogeneous series; aging (rga ba， 

jara) [is a designationJ for the state in which they have arisen in a non 

homogeneous series; impermanence (mi付agpa， anityata) [is a designa-

tion] for the state in which they have arisen without remaining later. 

[12， 13， 14J [According to the *Satyakaravadin (rNam bden pa)J89
) the 

designation as three collections (tshogs，初 :ya) is used for the state in 

which the mental consciousness (yid kyi ses pa， mano-vijnana) appears as 

words (min， nama) ， phrases (tshig， pada) and syllablesくyige， vyanjana) • 

According to the * Alika主aravadin(r民amrdzun pa)， i t is the sta te in 

which the series of word-universals (sgra spyi'i phreえ ba)90) appears as 

these three. 

[3.5. Inおrmediatestanza (bar skabs kyi tshigs su bcad pa. antaraslokα)] 

Thus， because the four [categoriesJ are conditioned ('dus 

byas， sa勾sk:ta)， how causes， conditions and effects [function] 

is on the whole as [explainedJ before戸 Concerningthe 

causal relation， there are two [possibilitiesJ， simultaneous 

and non-simultaneous. (AS XI-l) 

This is an intermediate stanza (bar s初 bskyi tshigs su bcad pa， antara-slo初).92) 

89) Cf. BRGT of ‘Ba' ra ba rGyal mtshan dpal bzail， rtsa ba 17 a6 (=p.ll0): tshogs gsum 
rNam bden 1抱rna ni // yid ses min tshig yi ger snan // rNam rdzun ltar na sgra spyi 

yi / / phreit ba gsum du snan ba yin / /. 

90) The present translator is for the moment incapable of explaining why the designation 
as three collections is the appearance of the mental consciousness for the rNam bden 
pa， and that of the series of word-universals for the rNam rdzun pa. 

91) Cf. BSGT 68 a 5 -69 b 5 (Vaibhasika chapter). 
92) Concerning the ant，αraSloka， see Vetter (1966) 7， Mimaki (1980 a)， Dreyfus & 

Lindtner (1989) n. 38， Fukuda (1989) n.25. 
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[matter and so forth] are born in a homogeneous series; aging (rga ba,

jara) [is a designationJ for the state in which they have arisen in a non-

homogeneous series; impermanence (mi rtag pa, anityata) [is a designa

tion] for the state in which they have arisen without remaining later.

[12, 13, 14J [According to the *Satyakaravadin (rNam bden pa)J 89
) the

designation as three collections (tshogs, kiiya) is used for the state In

which the mental consciousness (yid kyi ses pa, mano-vijftana) appears as

words (min, nama), phrases (tshig, pada) and syllables (yi ge, vyaftjana).

According to the *Ali:kakaravadin (rNam rdzun pa), it is the state in

which the series of word-universals (sgra spyi'i phren ba)90) appears as

these three.

[3.5. Intermediate stanza (bar skabs kyi tshigs su bead pa. antarasloka)]

Thus, because the four [categories] are conditioned ('dus

byas, san:tskrta), how causes, conditions and effects [function]

is on the whole as [explainedJ before.9o Concerning the

causal relation, there are two [possibilitiesJ, simultaneous

and non-simultaneous. (AS XI-I)

This is an intermediate stanza (bar skabs kyi tshigs su bead pa, antara-sZoka). 92)

89) Cf. BRGT of 'Ba' ra ba rGyal mtshan dpal bzail, rtsa ba 17 a6 (=p.ll0): tshogs gsum

rNam bden ltar na ni II yid ses min tshig yi ger snan II rNam rdzun ltar na sgra spyi

yi /1 phren ba gsum du snan ba yin / /.

90) The present translator is for the moment incapable of explaining why the designation
as three collections is the appearance of the mental consciousness for the rNam bden
pa, and that of the series of word-universals for the rNam rdzun pa.

91) Cf. BSGT 68 a 5- 69 b 5 (Vaibha~ika chapter).
92) Concerning the antaraSloka, see Vetter (1966) 7, Mimaki (1980 a), Dreyfus &

Lindtner (1989) n. 38, Fukuda (1989) n.25.
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[3.6. The unconditioned (伽 mabyas， asa'!'-skrta) 93)] 

[88 b 4] Explaining the category of the unconditioned ('dus ma 

byas， asamskrta) : 

The four unconditioned [factors are] empty space (nam 

mkha: akaSa)， two cessations ('gog pa， nirodha) and Thusness (de 

bZin nid，おtha抵). (kO XI-9 ab) 

One should supp}y the copula [in this vεrseJ. One calls uncondi-

tioned ('dus ma byas 舛 asamskrωathing (chos， d加 rma)in which there is 

neither production nor destruction. 

[88 b 5] The [unconditioned factors] are of four kinds. Among 

them， empty space is the mere absence of a resistant tangible thing 

(thogs par byed pa 'i reg bya， prat留'ha-sprasおり'a). Cessation without intelli-

gence94
) (so sor ma br招:gspar 'gog pa， apratisarrt紛 :ya一nirodha)is simply [the state 

in which] the conditioned is not produced because of the incomplete-

ness of conditions. Cessation with intelligence94
) (so sor brtags ρa'i 'gog pa， 

pratisaぉ妨.ya-nirodha) is simply [the state in which] by means of anti-

dotes也元enpo， pratipak~a) impure latent seeds are exhausted in the re-

ceptacle-consciousness. This is Thusness (de 抵抗 nid，抱thata)or the Per-

fect [N a ture] (yons su grub μ， parini~panna) ， which is pure by nature and 

free from adventitious defilements (glo bur gyi dri ma， agantu初 -mala).95)

Thusness (de bZin元id， 臼thata) is the Perfect [Nature] without change 

93) Concerning the unconditioned， see a detailed study in Bareau (1951). 

94) pratisamkhya = prajnavisesa. Cf. AIζBh 4.1 -2 (ad A瓦 1kO 6) : duhkhfldinam aηla-

satyanam pratisam妨 .yanampratisamkhya prajnavisesas tena pr4ρ'yo nirodhahρrati・

sam紡 .ya-nirodhah/ (Ti bよ P.29 b 5 -6 : sdug bsnal la sogs pa 'phags pa 'i bden pa 

mams la so sor rtogρa ni so sor brtags pa ste ses rab kyi bye brag go / / des thobρar bya 

ba 'i 'gog pa ni so sor brtags pas 'gog pa '0 / /. 

95) This passage is a continuation of the explanation of the third asamskrta. The expla-

nation of the fourth asamskrta， Thusness， begins in the next passage. 

40 -

[3.6. The unconditioned edus ma byas, asa'!lskrta)93)]

[88 b 4] Explaining the category of the unconditioned ('dus ma

byas, asa~skrta) :

The four unconditioned [factors are] empty space (nam

mkha: akaSa), two cessations (gog pa, nirodha) and Thusness (de

Min iUd, tathata). (kO XI- 9 ab)

One should supply the copula [in this verse]. One calls uncondi

tioned ('dus ma byas pa, asa~skrta) a thing (chos, dharma) in which there is

neither production nor destruction.

[88 b 5] The [unconditioned factors] are of four kinds. Among

them, empty space is the mere absence of a resistant tangible thing

(thogs par byed pa'i reg bya, pratigha-spra?~vya). Cessation without intelli

gence94
) (so sor ma brtags par gog pa, apratisa~khya-nirodha) is simply [the state

in which] the conditioned is not produced because of the incomplete

ness of conditions. Cessation with intelligence94
) (so sor brtags pa'i gog pa,

pratisa~khya-nirodha) is simply [the state in which] by means of anti

dotes (gften po, pratipak?a) impure latent seeds are exhausted in the re

ceptacle-eonsciousness. This is Thusness (de Min ftid, tathata) or the Per

fect [Nature] (yons su grub pa, parini?panna), which is pure by nature and

free from adventitious defilements (glo bur gyi dri ma, agantuka-mala).95)

Thusness (de Min ftid, tathata) is the Perfect [Nature] without change

93) Concerning the unconditioned, see a detailed study in Bareau (1951).

94) pratisaI!lkhya=prajfiavise~a. Cf. AKBh 4.1 - 2 Cad AK I kO 6) : du"!khtldiniim arya

satyanii~ pratisa~khyiina~ pratisa~khya prajftiivise?as tena prapyo nirodha,,! prati

sa~khya-nirodha,,! / CTib.). P. 29 b 5 - 6 : sdug bsnal la sogs pa 'phags pa'i bden pa

mams La so sor nog pa ni so sor bnags pa ste ses rab kyi bye brag go / / des thob par bya

ba'i gog pa ni so sor brtags pas gog pa '0 / /.

95) This passage is a continuation of the explanation of the third asa~skrta. The expla

nation of the fourth asa~skrta,Thusness, begins in the next passage.
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('gyur ba med pa'i yo1Is su grub pa， nirvikara-parinispatti)96) which does not have the 

characteristics of a Self and things (chos， dhamほ).

[3.7. The relation between the five categories and the aggregates， 

sense--fields and elementsJ 97) 

[89 a 1 J Showing the five categories which are knowable as 

aggregates and so forth : 

Three and a halt， or one and a halt， or seven and a half are 

the aggregates and so forth that are reals (rdzas， dravyasat). 

(ピ XI-9 cd) 

[89 a 2 J The conditioned factors ('dus byas， sa1!lsたrt，α) can belong 

〈旨yur)to a11 three rubrics (chos gsum) [: i. e.， the aggregates， the sense-

96) Cf. MAn V m kO 
11 : artha-prapti-prapatちlahi paramarthas tridha matah / nirvikaravi-

paηlasa-t沼rinispattitodvayam // (Tib.) don da1I thob da1I sgrub pa ni // don dam rnam 

μ gsum du 'dod / / 'gyur med phyin ci ma logμ// y切 ssu grub pa rnam paがお//.

And according to the MAn VBh we can establish the following schema : 

artha-paramartha = tathata asamskrta - nirvikara-parinispatti 

prapti-paramartha = nirvana -一一一一~

pratipatti-paramartha=marga samkrta -aviparyasa-parinispatti 

97) In order to facilitate the understanding of the following passages， here is a table of 

concordances concerning these items: 

山

一
g

m

 

f

s

L

r

k
」u

 
z
 

g
 

[5 phuri poJ [12 skye mchedJ 

mlつ
[18たhαmsJ

(:己
gzugs 

sems 

ldαn min 'du byed 

'du きes yid yid 
sems byuri 

'du byed 

21J 、¥'rnαm ses 

'dus mα byαs chos chos 

mLg ses I 

yid ses~ 
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(gyur ba med pa'i Y01is su grub pa, nirvikiira~parini~patti)96) which does not have the

characteristics of a Self and things (coos, dharma).

[3.7. The relation between the five categories and the aggregates,

sense-fields and elements] 97)

[89 a 1] Showing the five categories which are knowable as

aggregates and so forth:

Three and a half, or one and a half, or seven and a half are

the aggregates and so forth that are reals (rdzas, dravyasat).

(kO XI- 9 cd)

[89 a 2 ] The conditioned factors ('dus byas, sarttsk!fa) can belong

('gyur) to all three rubrics (chos gsum) [: i. e., the aggregates, the sense-

96) Cf. MAnV ill kO 11 : artha-prtipti-prapattyti hi paramtirthas tridhti mata"! I niroikiiravi

parytisa-parini~pattitodvayam II (Tib.) don dan thob dan sgrub pa ni II don dam mam

pa gsum du 'dod II 'gyur moo phyin ci ma log pa II yons su grub pa mam pa gilis If.
And according to the MAn VBh we can establish the following schema:

artha-paramartha = tathata r- asa~sk~ta- nirvikara-parini~patti

prapti-paramartha = nirvaf;la __-----'I

pratipatti-paramartha=marga samkrta - aviparyasa-parini~patti

97) In order to facilitate the understanding of the following passages, here is a table of

concordances concerning these items:

[gzi lria] [5 phuri po] [I2 skye mched] [I8 khams]

yid-==-------- yid'du ses

" rnam sesldan min 'du byed
gzugs I

f-----------'~---I r~g bya J

'dus ma byas----------------3 chos---------'~- chos

sems byuri

gZUgS--------_ :::::6"""aO:::----------j ::gJf----------1[ :=:gJ
sems
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fields and the elements]， whereas the unconditioned (ヨusma byas， asa'!ls-

h均) will belong (初lr) to [the last of the eighteen] elements後初ms，

dhatu) and [the last of the twelveJ sense-fields (skye mched， a，知的m入

[89 a 2 J So far as the aggregates (phun pαs初 uiha)are concerned. 

three and a half [of the five aggregates] exist as reals (rdzas， draり'a-sat)，

namely. the aggregates of sensation (tshor弘 vedana)， notion (官usses， 

sa'!lj弱)， conditioning factors ('du byed， sa'!lskara) that are mental factors 

(sems 初旬unba， caitta)， 98) and consciousness (n昭 mpar ses pa， vij初 na).

[89 a 3 ] 50 far as the sense-fields are concerned. one and a half 

[of the twelve sense-fields] exist as reals. namely. the sense-fields of 

the mindく3必たyiskye mched， mana-ayatana) and the mental [factorsJ which 

constitute a part of the sense-fields of the objects-of-thought (chos kyi 

skye mched， dharmtlyatiαna). 

[89 a 3 J 50 far as the elements are concerned. seven and a half 

exist as reals. namely. the seven mind-elements (sems kyi khams， cit抱-dhatu)

and the mental [factorsJ which constitute a part of the element of the 

objects-of-thought (chos kyi khams， d初 nna-dhatu).

[89 a 4 J According to [those who maintain] that the mind and 

the mental factors are not different. the aggregate of consciousness 

(rnam par ses pa 'i phun pαvijnana-s加 uiha)alone， or the sense-field of the mind 

(yid kyi skye mched， mana-ayatana) alone. or the seven mind-elements (sems kyi 

h初 ms，citta-dhatu) alone exist as real. The way the aggregates. sense-

fields and elements which consist of matter do not exist as reals was 

already explained [when 1 mentioned above how J matter does not 

exist as a rea1.99
) 

98) The viprayukta-samskaras are denied substantial reality in the Yogacara system， as 

was shown above in the section [3.4]. 

99) Cf. supra Section [3.1J =BSGT 85 a 4 -b 1 . 
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fields and the elements], whereas the unconditioned ('dus ma byas, asa"!ls-

krta) will belong (gyur) to [the last of the eighteen] elements (khams,

dhiitu) and [the last of the twelve] sense-fields (skye mched, tiyatana).

[89 a 2 ] So far as the aggregates (phuiz po, skandha) are concerned,

three and a half [of the five aggregates] exist as reals (rdzas, dravya-sat),

namely, the aggregates of sensation (tshor ba, vedanti) , notion ('dus ses,

sa"!lina) , conditioning factors ('du byed, sa"!lskt'ira) that are mental factors

(sems las byU1i ba, caitta), 98) and consciousness (mam par ses pa, vijiUina).

[89 a 3 ] So far as the sense-fields are concerned, one and a half

[of the twelve sense-fields] exist as reals, namely, the sense-fields of

the mind (yid kyi skye mched, mana-ayatana) and the mental [factors] which

constitute a part of the sense-fields of the objects-of-thought (chos kyi

skye mched, dharmtlyatana).

[89 a 3 ] So far as the elements are concerned, seven and a half

exist as reals, namely, the seven mind-elements (sems kyi khams, citta-dhiitu)

and the mental [factors] which constitute a part of the element of the

objects-of-thought (chos kyi khams, dharma-dhiitu).

[89 a 4] According to [those who maintain] that the mind and

the mental factors are not different, the aggregate of consciousness

(mam par ses pa'i phun po, vijiiiina-skandha) alone, or the sense-field of the mind

(yid kyi skye mched, mana-ayatana) alone, or the seven mind-elements (sems kyi

khams, citta-dhiitu) alone exist as real. The way the aggregates, sense

fields and elements which consist of matter do not exist as reals was

already explained [when I mentioned above how] matter does not

exist as a real.99
)

98) The viprayukta-sa"!lskt'iras are denied substantial reality in the Yogacara system, as

was shown above in the section [3.4].

99) Cf. supra Section [3.1J =BSCT 85 a 4 -b 1 .
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[3.8. The relation between the five categories and the Four N oble 

TruthsJ 

These [fivεcategoriesJ are included within the Truths of 

Suffering， of Origin， of Cessation and of Path. (孟。 XI← 10ab) 

[89 a 5 ] These categories are included within the Four Truths. 

Among them， the aggregates of appropriation 偵ebar len pa 'i phu1I po， 

upadana-skandha) in the resultant aspect， inc1uded within the beings 

which are born and the birth-places where they are born， and which 

are suffering each in their own way (ci rigs pa久 yathayogam) the three 

sufferings (sdug bs1Ial gsum， tri-dψh初 ta)，100) are the Truth of Suffering (sdug 

bs1Ial gyi bden pa， du以ha-satya). The aggregates of appropriation in the 

causal aspect， namely， the acts associated with impurity (zαg pa da1I bcas 

pa 'i las， sasrava-.初 rman)are the Truth of Origin (kun 'byu1I gi bden pa， samudaya-

satya). Cessation with intelligence and Thusness are the Truth of 

Cessation ('gog pa'i bden pa， nirodha-satya) : this is the obtainεd resul t. The 

[fiveJ aggregates without impurity (zag pa med pa'i phu1I po， anasrava-s初 n-

dhα) 101) which lead to Nirvana (mya 1Ian lasゐ sμ)are the Truth of Path 

(lam gyi bden pa， marga-saty，α). Empty space and cessation without intelli-

gence are not included within the Four Truths. 

(To be continued) 

100) Viz. 1) duhkha-duhkhata Csuffering of pain)， 2) samskara-duhkhata (suffering of 

formations)， 3) viparinama-duhkhata (suffering of change). Cf. AKBh ad AK VI kO 

3. See above all L. Schmithausen， Zur buddhistischen Lehre von der dreifachen 

Leidhaftigkeit， Zeitschrijt der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschajt， Supplement III. 

2 • pp. 918 -931. 

101) Anasravah pa会ca-skandhah= 1) sila， 2) samadhi， 3) praj元a， 4) vimukti， and 5) 

vimukti-jnana-darsana. Cf. AKBh 17.24 -18.1; (Tib.) P. 41 b 4 -5. 
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[3.8. The relation between the five categories and the Four Noble

Truths]

These [five categories] are included within the Truths of

Suffering, of Origin, of Cessation and of Path. (kO XI- 10 ab)

[89 a 5 ] These categories are included within the Four Truths.

Among them, the aggregates of appropriation (fie bar len pa'i phun po,

upadilna-skandha) in the resultant aspect, included within the beings

which are born and the birth-places where they are born, and which

are suffering each in their own way (d rigs par, yathiiyogam) the three

sufferings (sdug bsnal gsum, tri-du,,!khata), 100) are the Truth of Suffering (sdug

bsnal gyi bden pa, du"!kha-satya). The aggregates of appropriation in the

causal aspect, namely, the acts associated with impurity (zag pa dan bcas

pa'i las, sasrava-karman) are the Truth of Origin (kun 'byun gi bden pa, samudaya-

satya). Cessation with intelligence and Thusness are the Truth of

Cessation ('gog pa'i bden pa, nirodha-satya) : this is the obtained result. The

[five] aggregates without impurity (zag pa med pa'i phun po, anasrava~skan

dha)lOl) which lead to Nirvana (mya nan las 'das pa) are the Truth of Path

(lam gyi bden pa, marga-satya). Empty space and cessation without intelli-

gence are not included within the Four Truths.

(To be continued)

100) Viz. 1) du,!kha-du,!khata (suffering of pain), 2) sany.skara-du,!khata (suffering of

formations), 3) viparitVima-du,,!khata (suffering of change). Cf. AKBh ad AK VI kO

3. See above all L. Schmithausen, Zur buddhistischen Lehre von der dreifachen

Leidhaftigkeit, Zeitschrijt der Deutschen Morgenllindischen Gesellschajt, Supplement III.

2 • pp. 918 - 93l.

101) Anasrava'! pafica-skandhii"! = 1) sila, 2) samadhi, 3) prajfia, 4) vimukti, and 5)

vimukti-jfiana-darsana. Cf. AKBh 17.24 - 18.1; (Tib.) P. 41 b 4 - 5.
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